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GRADUATE CALENDAR FOR 1966-67

STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

FALL SEMESTER-1966

The State University of New York . established by the State Legislature in I 948 ,
comprises 65 colleges and centers. At present, 57 conduct classes : four University Centers. two Medical Centers, ten Colleges of Arts and Science. seven
Specialized Colleges, six two-year Agricultural and Technical Colleges and 28
locally-sponsored, two-year Community Colleges.

September JO

Sep1e111her 16
Novl'111her 22
Now•111her 28
Deff111h,·r 21
Ja111111n · 4
Jo111111n · 21

Saturday. Registration New Gym 8:30-1 :00
8:30- 9:00
A-C
N-R
10:30-11 :00
D-G
9:00- 9:30
S
11 :00-11:30
H-K
9: 30-10:00
T-Z
11 :30-12:00
L-M
IO : 00-10 : 30
Friday, Instruction Begins
Tuesday, Last Day of Classes Before Thanksgiving Recess
Monday, Classes Resume
Wednesday. Last Day of Classes Before Christmas Recess
Wednesday , Classes Resume
Saturday. Semester Ends

SPRING SEMESTER-1967
](l/11/<IIT

:38

Fl'hruun· 3
Fl'hn1,11T 12
M(lrch _'3

A 11ril -'

-- M,,_,. _......
Junr

!!

Saturday Registration New Gym 8: 30-1 : 00
D-G
8:30- 9:00
S
10:30-11:00
H-K
9 :00- 9 :30
T-Z
11 :00-11 :30
L-M
9:30-10:00
A-C
11 :30-12 :00
N-R
10:00-10:30
Friday, Instruction Begins
Sunday, Midyear Commencement
Thursday, Last Day of Classes Before Spring Recess
Monday, Classes Resume
Saturday, Semester Ends
Sunday. Commencement

SUi\1\IER SESSION-1967, Day and Evening Classes
Firsr .,,-.--sion
/Hid, !.',· Sc'ssion
L.1st .~. as ion
P"'' S,H'on
4

Monday,
Monday.
Monday.
Monday .

June I 2-Friday, July 21
June 26-Friday, August 4
July 24-Friday, September
August 7-Friday, August 25

Three additional Colleges of Arts and Science are in varying stages of development. Two four-year campuses, in Nassau and Westchester Counties are
now in early planning. The third campus as proposed in an amendment to the
University's I 964 Master Plan, would be upper-divisional (junior-senior years)
in concept and located in the Utica-Rome-Herkimer Area . Master's level programs will be offered at all three campuses.
The Trustees also have approved establishment of five additional community
colleges. Two, in Genesee and Herkimer Counties. are in early stages of organization . Three others, in Clinton, Essex-Franklin and Ontario Counties. are subject to approval of another Master Plan amendment.
State University further comprises the R:mger School. a division of the College of Forestry which offers a 43-week technical forestry program at Wanakena.
and the Center for International Studies and World Affairs located at Oyster Bay.
The University offers four-year programs in many fields, including agriculture.
business administration. ceramics, dentistry. engineering, forestry, home economics,
industrial and labor relations , law, liberal arts and sciences, maritime service, medicine, nursing, pharmacy, professional museum work. public administration . social
work, teacher education and veterinary medicine .
Its two-year programs include nursing and liberal arts transfer programs and
a wide variety of technical courses in such areas as agriculture. business. and the
industrial and medical technologies.
Graduate study at the doctoral level is offered by the University at 12 of
its campuses, and graduate wo rk at the master's level at 24 campuses. The University is continuing to broaden and expand over-all opportunities for advanced
degree study .
5

Governed by a Board of Trustees appointed by the Governor, State University of New York comprises all State-supported institutions of higher education.
with the exception of the four-year colleges of City University of New York. Each
college and center of State University is locally administered. Although separated
geographically. all are united in the purpose to improve and extend opportunities
for youth to continue their education beyond high school.
The State University motto 1s: "Let Each Become All He Is Capable of

GENERAL INFORMATION

THE CAMPUS AND BUILDINGS
The College has a campus of over one hu11Jrcd acres. located on Elmwood Avenue near Scajaquada Creek in the distincti\ e Delaware Park area of the City of
Buffalo. This location gives ready access tL) the cultural. historical. research and
scientific facilities of the second largest cit~ in the Empire State.
Many leading cultural and artistic inq1tutions are located near the College
such as the Albright-Knox Art Gallery. Butfalo and Eric County Historical Society
Building, Kleinhans Music Hall and the Mu~L·um of Science.
The College is easily reached by bus and car from all parts of the city. the
suburbs. and from railroad. air and bus terminals.
In 1931. when the College moved to its present location at 1300 Elmwood
Avenue, five buildings were erected: Rod\,ell Hall. named in honor of the first
President of the College. Harry W. Rocb\ell. contains the major administrative
offices and the main auditorium. Jesse Kctc:hum Hall . named in honor of the man
who deeded the land to provide for a State 'sormal School in the City of Buffalo.
houses the English and Language Depart111L'nts. and the Vocational Technical
Education and Exceptional Children Education Divisions. Gertrude Mary Bacon
Hall. named for a former principal of the Sc:hool of Practice. houses the Campus
School and the Child Study Center . A new Campus School Complex is under
construction. The old Gymnasium now houses the College store and faculty
offices. The original President's residence is now the Facu lty House.
Since 1931 many structural additions have been added to the growing campus . The Edward H . Butler Library. namL·J in honor of a past president of the
former Board of Visitors. contains the CL1lkge·s extensive book and periodical
collection. Expansion of the Library is underway. Caudell Hall. named in honor
of Myrtle V. Caudell. former Director of the Home Economics Division. houses
that Division . The College Union has onices for the Administration of Student
Activities. provides a _ recreational setting for students. and currently is being
expanded.
Irving P. Bishop Hall. named for a fLirmer member of the Normal School
faculty: Susan Frances Chase Hall. named fL1r a former facultv member: George
7

Bradford Neumann Hall, named for a former Dean of Men ; May Louise Perry
Hall, named for a former faculty member; High Rise, North Wing, South Wing,
and the new dormitory complex near Scajaquada Parkway, furnish resident accommodations for men and women . Louise Margaret Cassety Hall. named for a
former Director of the Kindergarten Department, contains faculty offices . The
Health , Physical Education and Recreation Building, provides space for departmental instruction, spectator sports. and recreational facilities . Adelbert Moot Hall,
named for a former member of the Board of Regents. provides the College community with dining, banquet and lounge areas .
Daniel Sherman Upton Hall, named in honor of the third principal of the
Normal School. contains the Art Education and Industrial Arts Education Divisions . The Science Building houses the biological and physical sciences; a companion structure. under construction, will double the space for these areas. The
Communications Lecture Hall contains the most advanced technological equipment and facilities available for group teaching and can seat approximately 1,550
students at one time in rooms of different sizes. The Home Management House ,
at 5 Granger Place. provides a residence where Seniors live for a five-week period
to gain experiences in the social and economic management of the home . Albright Hall contains the Music Department.

records, filmstrips, pictures, maps. and posters. There is also a notable collection
of drawings and books by Lois Lenski and a small collection of books of historical
interest.
Through special arrangements upperclass groups and graduate students are
given advanced instruction in the use of the Library.

GRADUATE CURRICULA
Graduate courses lead to the Master of Science in Education degree with majors
in Art Education, Secondary Education. Elementary Education. Elementary Administration or Supervision, Exceptional Children Education, Home Economics
Education. Industrial Arts Education, Vocational Technical Education.

CLASS SCHEDULES
At present there is no formal full-time graduate program offered during the day.
Graduate students may register for courses in the late afternoon, evening and Saturday morning classes. and during .the Summer Session in accordance with schedules
issued by the Graduate Office. Some graduate courses may be scheduled during the
day session . A student who wishes to complete the degree program in one calendar year should consult the Director of Graduate Studies.

LIBRARY FACILITIES
The collection of over 118,000 volumes and 1,300 current periodicals is
accessible on open shelves in the Edward H. Butler Library. The current annual
rate of addition is over 25,000 volumes. Recordings are available for music appreciation. speech classes, and recreational listening. The microfilm editions of
The New York Times and The BufJa/o Evening News and a microfilm collection
of periodicals, out-of-print materials, and doctoral dissertations are available
for reading with the necessary specialized equipment. A Yicomatic Copier, and a
Microfilm Reader-Printer are used for reproducing important informational matedals~ Additional books and materials from the State Library at Albany and elsewhere may be secured through inter-library loans for faculty and graduate use.
The Library will also arrange for photocopying of materials to be used in the
reserve room and for single copies of materials from the Library collections. Special
exhibits featuring topics of general interest to the College community are prepared
by the faculty and the librari:ms.
The Laboratory of Instructional Materials provides a variety of curricular
materials of value to students in education. including story books. textbooks, slides,

8

ADMISSION
Admission to this College and to all other colleges of the State University of New
York is based on the academic qualifications of the respective applicant, and is
made without regard to the race, color, creed. or national origin of individuals.
Applicants meeting the following requirements are eligible for admission to
Graduate Studies.
I.

An acceptable academic and teaching record. An applicant must be able to
present an undergraduate scholastic average of 2.3 or higher, an acceptable
teaching or professional employment record testified by a confidential statement from the administrator of the school or other institution wherein employed, and recommendations concerning academic and personal qualifications supplied by three persons in a position to make valid statements.

2.

An approved bachelor's degree, i.e., one granted by a teachers college. liberal
arts college. or university which is accredited by the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education, an appropriate regional accrediting agency,
or a State University.

9

PROCEDURE BEFORE REGISTRATION

@

I. Secure an Application for Admission blank from the Director of Graduate
Studies.

2. Return application, with all data required , before August 1, for registration
in the fall semester; December I, for registration in the spring semester; and,
May I, for registration in the Summer Session.
3.

Furnish the Graduate Office with an official transcript from the college which
granted the bachelor's degree. Transcript not necessary for graduate of this
College.

ADMISSION TO FULL GRADUATE STATUS
Full graduate status is dependent upon: (a) completion of all credentials required
for admission to Graduate Studies. and (b) approval of the Director of Graduate
Studies.

APPOINTMENT OF AN ADVISER

The Graduate Record Examination Aptitude Test and appropriate advanced
tests in the area of specialization are required. Information on the graduate
Record Examination and other tests may be secured at the Graduate Office.

REQUIREMENTS FOR MASTER OF SCIENCE DEGREE
1.

Completion of a thirty-two semester hour program of graduate courses. The
master's program permits a maximum of twelve hours in 400-level courses,
usually in elective areas. Requirements in major areas must be taken in 500or 600-level courses. A graduate student must consult with his division director
or department chairman before registering for a 400-level course in his major
area.

2.

A cumulative average of B or better in all graduate courses completed in this
College. Not more than nine hours of C. and no work of D grade, will be accepted toward the master's degree.

3. Completion of residence requirements . A course shall satisfy the requirements
for residence if it is offered on the campus. within the City of Buffalo. at a
College Camp, or at a branch established by the College.

A.

An adviser will be appointed after full graduate status is granted. Therefore , the
student should complete credentials and secure full graduate status as soon as
possible after application for admission to Graduate Studies . is filed.

For graduate of this College-a minimum of twenty hours in-residence is
required out of the total thirty-two.

B. For graduates of another college-a minimum of twenty-four credit hours
in-residence is required out of the total thirty-two.
4.

ADMISSION TO CANDIDACY
Filing an application for admission to candidacy for the master's. d_egree is t~e
personal responsibility of each student after he has completed a mm,mum of SIX
hours. At the completion of twelve semester hours of graduate work, he must apply
for candidacy or file with the Director of Graduate Studies a statement that_ he
- - -does not intend to become a candidate for a degree. If. subsequently, he decides
to file for candidacy, he must, at that time. have an evaluation made of_ all work
completed for the purpose of formulating a program leadmg to the masters degree.

Non-resident credit. Non-resident credit is defined as transfer credit earned
at another college or university or credits earned in off-campus courses in
this College. Transfer credits can be accepted for courses taken at another
college:

A.

If they are evaluated as being equal in scope and content to those offered

B.

If they form a coherent part of the required program of study.

by this College.

C. If they have been completed within seven years prior to registration at
this College.

D.

Admission To Candidacy Depends Upon:

If they are of A or B grade . Credits earned at another college with grades
of C or D are not accepted for transfer to this College. Transfer credits
are not included in the cumulative average.

J.

A cumulative average of B or better in all courses taken for graduate credit.

No work of D grade will be accepted.

5.

Completion of all course work within six years of registration in first course.

2.

A recommendation from the adviser of the candidate to the Director of Graduate Studies.

6.

Student must file an application for the degree immediately after registration
in the last course or last semester.

10
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GRADUATE ACADEMIC REGULATIONS

ATTENDANCE
Attendance at all classes is required unless the student is excused by the instructor.
A student may be excluded from a course if the instructor considers absences and
tardiness to be too frequent for acceptable achievement.

MAXIMUM STUDENT LOAD
A. Students holding full-time teaching pos1t1ons are limited to a maximum
of four credits per semester, or eight credits per academic year.
B. In Summer Session students are permitted to earn a maximum of one credit
per week of attendance, that is, two credits for a two-week program; three
credits for a three-week program; six credits for a six-week program, etc.
C. Maximum load for full-time students is twelve hours per semester.
D. No credit will be granted for work taken beyond these limits at this College
or elsewhere .

SPECIAL STUDENTS
I.

Students not intending to apply for admission to candidacy for the master's
degree. may be permitted to register for graduate courses as special students,
with the undastanding that credits earned will not necessarily count toward
fulfillment of master's degree requirements.
2. A special sudent deciding to matriculate for the master's degree must request
an evaluation of ail graduate credits earned, complete the credentials required
- - for full graduate status, and follow a program of graduate study planned by the
Director of Graduate Studies to meet curriculum, grade and time-limit requirements. This includes the rule that all course work must be completed within
six years from the date of registration in the first graduate course.
3. ~ot more than twelve semester hours may be earned by a special student unless
a statement that he docs not intend to become a candidate for the master's
degree is filed with the Director of Graduate Studies.
4. Ai1 application must be secured and filed in the Office of Graduate Studies before
re 2:s tration as a special student.

12

WITHDRAW AL FROM COURSES
If a student wishes to drop a course, he must complete the necessary form at the
Graduate Office without delay . State University policy permits refunds of tuition
but not fees . for dropped courses . See schedule of tuition liability on page 15 .

GRADING SYSTEM
A
B
C
·D
E

w

4 quality points
3 quality points
2 quality points
I quality point
0 quality point
No points. work incomplete
Official withdrawal

REMOVAL OF AN "INCOMPLETE"
An " incomplete" must be made up within the following semester , not including
the summer session.

CUMULATIVE AVERAGE
A cumulative average of "B" o r better in u/1 graduate courses completed at this
College is required for the master of science degree. The cumulative average is de13

termined by dividing the total number of quality points earned by the total number
of semester hours attempted. If a student has not earned a cumulative " B" average
upon completion of the total semester hours required for his program , he may be
permitted to enroll for additional courses to the maximum number of 6 semester
hours to attempt to make up his deficie ncy .

GRADUATE CURRICULA
The present requirements for the Master of Science in Education degree in all
divisions became effective Sept. I. 1965. All students who begin graduate work
after that date will meet these requirements . Students who began graduate work
prior to Sept. l , 1965 have the option of completing the requirements of the curricula in effect when the y began or of completing the new requirements.

COURSE NUMBERING SYSTEM
As of September I. 1963 the course number system was revised as follows;*
400 courses-open to upper division undergraduate students and to graduate students if so designated in the catalog description or approved by
Division Director. Additional work is required for graduate credit.
500 courses-open to graduate students only.
600 courses-open to graduate students only-generally limited to majors in the
area or to others with sufficient preparation.

CREDIT AND ELIGIBILITY
Credit hours for courses listed will be indicated only for special workshops
and seminars or in laboratory courses . In all other cases credit will be three semester
hours in the summer session and two or three hours in fall and spring sessions. For
__ _e_xact credit to be earned, consult the fall, spring or summer session schedules.
Courses at the 400 level are listed only by number and title; course descriptions
may be found in the general college catalog. Graduate students should consult their
division director or department chairman before registering in 400 courses in their
major area or in 400 courses not listed in the graduate bulletin. A maximum of
twelve hours may be taken in the total master's program.
Eligibility for all graduate courses is determined by the instructor.

* Prior to Sept. I. 1963 all graduate courses were numbered 500 and were limited to graduate
students only.
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TUITION AND FEES

The State University of New York has authorized the collection of tuition and fees
at a uniform rate . These are subject to change.

FALL AND SPRING SEMESTERS
Graduate Students
Full-time Tuition
College Fee
Part-time Tuition
College Fee
Undergraduate Students
New York State Residents
Tuition
College Fee
Out-of-State Students
Tuition
College Fee

.

.

..

.

... .

...

·••···.

. $300.00
$ 12 .50
$ 20.00
$
.85

per
per
per
per

semester
semester
sem. hour
se m. hour

...... $ 13.50 per sem. hour
$
.85 per sem. hour

$ 20.00 per se m . hour
$
.8 5 per se m. hour

SUMMER SESSIONS
Th e sc hedule of tuition and fees listed above will also be in effect during the Summer Sessions plus the collection of a $2 .00 Student Activity Fee . This fee is reduced
to S 1.00 for students who enroll only for one on-campus Post-Session workshop.
Students whose entire summer session program will be held off-campus are exempt
from the Student Activity Fee .

REFUNDS
A student who 1s given perm1ss1on to cancel his registration shall be liable for
payment of tuition in accordance with the following schedule :

Liability During
1st Week
2nd Week
3rd Week
4th Week
5th Week

Semester
O
30 %
50 %
70Cfr
100 %

8 Week Term
0
60 %
80 %
100 %

6 Week Term
0
70%
100 l7c
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ART .EDUCATION DIVISION

The Art Education Division offers courses in the fields of Art Education, Design and Fine Arts to meet the program requirements of Art Education majors as
well as elective cot.. rscs for other graduate programs.

ART EDUCATION PROGRAM
Credit

16

TECHNICAL AND RELATED FIELDS
Expressional Skills
Art 513
Summer Art Camp
Art 592
Independent Studio in (Specified Area)
Art 610
Graduate Studio in Drawing
Art 611
Graduate Studio in Painting
Art 612
Outdoor Drawing and Painting
Art 6 I 3
Graduate Studio in Graphic Arts
Art 614
Graphic Arts Relief Precesses
Art 6 l 5
Graphic Arts Intaglio Process\'!s
.... .. . . .. .
Art 616
Graphic Arts Planographic Processes
Art 617
Graphic Arts Serigraphic Processes
Art 618
Advanced Life Modeling
Art 6 l 9
Graduate Studio in Sculpture
Art 620
Sculpture in Synthetic Materials
Art 621
Stone and Wood Sculpture
Art 622
Bronze Casting and Welded Sculpture
Art 623
Graduate Studio in Photography
Art 640
Graduate Studio in Design
Art 641
Graduate Studio in Product Design
Art 642
Graduate Studio in Wood Design
Art 643
Graduate Studio in Textile Design
Art 644
Graduate Studio in Metalsmithing
Art 645
Enameling on Metal
Art 646
Graduate Studio in Jewelry
Art 647
Casting Techniques in Jewelry
Art 648
Design Workshop in Leather

H aun

12-18
9-18
2-6
2-4
1-6
3-6
2-6

3-6
3
3
3
3
3

3-6
3
3

3
3-6
3-6

3-6
3-6
3-6

3-6

3
3-6
3

3

17

GradQ~ Slud,o in Portery

Credit

Hour.f

3-6
3-6
3-6

GDdu.atc Studio in Graphic Design
Hoak ~n<.f Community Design

NI 6$$

An 6$6

Scnull.ir Studio in Scenography
Seminar Studio in Light Design
Seminar Studio in Puppetry
Seminar Studio in Stage Costume
Seminar Studio in Technical Production
Seminar Studio in Theater Planning

An 6$7
Crwcal £1·aluation

Field Study of Mexican Art
Art 5.:! I
Field Study of European Art
.
Art 5.:!2
Field Study of Mediterranean Art
Art 523
F_ield Study of Art in Great Lakes Cities
Art 524
F'.eld Study of Art in New York City
Art 525
Field Study of Art in New Eno/and
Art 526
F' Id S
"'
tudy of Art in Washin::,oton and Ph'!1 a d elphia
.1e
A t 5 .,7
r
Field Study of Oriental Art
( See General C t /
f
a a og or available 400 Series Art
History courses)
Related Technical Disciplines
Art SW

With approval of bot!, divisions involved. the stud~nt
may elect graduate courses for which he has th
•.
e necessa
.
ry prerequ1s1tes m Industrial Arts Home E
·
conom1cs
Exe
·
1 E
ducation. Audio-Visual Education, and
ept1ona
other related areas.

3

3
3

3
3

3

0-9
3

6-8
6-8
2
2

Art 503

- Art 506

Art 510

Art 600

Art 601
Art 603
,; Art 605

--

* Required for M

IR

Art for the Culturally-Disadvantaoed
Th ROI
.
"'
e
e of Art m Our Society
The Folk Arts in Education
Colloquium in the Arts
Art Materials Workshop
··
Program Planning in Art Education
Administration in Art Education
Teaching Internship in Art
Seminar in Art Education
a~ter's Degree in Art Ed uca11on.
·

2-6
2-4
3

2-3
4
6

9-12

0-6
32

2
2

6-8
0-6

DYNAMICS OF TEACHING

Art 5 04
Art 505

INNOVATION RESEARCH
Art 59 I
Special Research in ( Specified Area)
Art 602
Research Workshop in Art Education
Each candidate, after a conference with his adviser.
may select one of the following requirements:
Ed. 595
Research Methods and Techniques
Art 690
Master's Project
Art 695
Master's Thesis
REQUIRED COURSES IN ARTS AND SCIENCES
Chosen by advisement from English, Geography.
Mathematics. Music . Philosophy. Science and Social
Studies.
UNRESTRICTED ELECTIVES
Total Requirements

Credit
Hours

3-9
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3-8
3

ART
Art courses at the 400 level may be
taken for graduate credit with the approval
of the Art Division Director.
ART 500-ART IN THE ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL
The use of art materials. processes. and
procedures in the elementary school: individual experience in various media appropriate at different grade levels: consideration of the role of the classroom teacher in
self-contai ned. supervised, or art specialist
programs: related problems of the sc hool
curriculum. Elective for Elementary and
Exceptional Children students.
ART 501-ART FOR THE PRE-SCHOOL
CH ILD
The intellectual. emotional, physical. perceptual. a nd creative development of the
young child from birth through the kindergarten: ro les of parent and teacher in the
creative growth of the child; implications
for the choice of malerials. processes. and
procedure, appropria1e at the pre-school

level. Elective for Elementary and Exceptional Children students.
ART 502-ART FOR THE EXCEPTIONAL CHILD
Special problems in the teaching of art to
children who vary markedly from their
peers in emotional. physical. mental. or
other conditions; ranging from the handicapped and retarded through the specially
gifted child: implications for the choice of
materials. processes, and procedures in individual cases. Elective for Elementary and .
Exceptional Children students.
ART 503-ART FOR THE CUL TL RALLY-DISADVANTAGED
Special problems in the teaching of art to
chi ldren who vary markedly from others of
the ,ame age because of depriv:itions in
home and community experiences: art as a
contributing factor in equa lizing experiences.
opportu ni11e s. personal development: implications for choice of ac tivitie, and proce dures.

19

"ART 504-THF. ROLE OF ART IN OUR
SOCIETY
Art as a dynamic force in the life of an ind1v1dual and society; creative activity as a
way of clarifying thought. sensitizing feelings. proragaring individual and gro~ip atllludes_. implen1en1ing ceremonials. improving living ; unique role of art in development
of a culture ; reports . ..:lass discussions.
'' ART 505-THF. FOLK ARTS IN EDUCATION
A study o f the folk arts of music. dance.
drama. crafts. and folk lore of various coun '.nes ; the relationship to history , geography
and culture; organization of folk art studies
in . ,chool pro gram~ and community ac11v111es ; role of art in related programs dealing with the folk arts; reports and discus,ions.
*ART 506-COLLOQUIUM
ARTS

IN

THE

Comnwn . and _related concerns. experiences,
an_d ac11v111es in the various arts; including
visual and plas11c arts. music. drama. dancepoetry. -and other act s of personal or grou;
expression; .seminar reports. discussions;
plans for integ_rared activities involving
several arts. earned out jointly as practical.
ART SI0-ART MATERIALS
SHOP

WORK-

Studio experiences in various materials appropriate . for use with younger children
under lyp1cal classroom situations; activities
such . as powder tempera painting. mural
pamung, simple screen printing, cardboard
~nnting, clay modeling, frame weaving.
stitchery. extra class studio hours. Elective
for Art. _Elementary, and Exceptional Chil- - _ _Q_[en maiors.
ART 511-GENERAL CRAFTS WORKSHOP
/I

I

and other materials ; designing for the crafts:
v1s11s lo crafts exhibitions; extra class studio
hours equal to class hours. Elective for all
students. except Art majors.
ART 512-DESIGN. PRINCIPLES AND
PRACTICES
A study of general design principles and
apphca11on_s for non-art majors; the elements
of design in space organization ; theoretical
abs_tracr. a nd functional applications to ind1v1dual plans and projects; tutorial relationship With instructor; extra class assignments.
inclu?ing studio hours equal to class hours
Elective for all students. except Art majors:
ART 513-SUMMER ART CAMP
A r~sident summer _art camp. emphasizin g
la nd scape painting in watercolor and oil
sketching in various media; work in othe;
media with_approval of instructor; critiques,
demons1ra11ons. discussions; location, travel ,
food and housing arrangements, and cooperating organizations to be announced.
*ART 520-FIELD STUDY OF MEXICAN ART
A conducted study tour of historic and contemporary an in Mexico: including painting
sculpture_, crafts. architecture. and archeo~
log1cal sites; visits to major art and craft
centers, museums, historical examples, and
contemporary works; individual reports ·
itinerary, travel. living plans to be an ~
nounced.

* ART

521-FlELD STUDY OF MODERN
ART

A conducted study tour of historic and con_temporary art in Europe; including painting, s_culpture. crafts. architecture, and city
plannrng; VISlls 10 major European museums
h1stonc examples, and outstanding contem'.
porary w~rks; individual reports; itinerary,
travel, living plans to be announced.

Studio experience_ in various crafts suitable
tor both adult leisure-time activity and use
* AR
wuh older children; individualized work .
T 522-FIELD STUDY OF MEDwooJ
· l
in
ITERRANEAN ART
. metal c ay, textiles. leather, plastics.
- -- A conducted study tour of historic and con;' A~cept ~ble as Art s and Sciences electives in all
rt Education curnculum in Related Areas. curricula except Art Education; acceptable
n
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temporary art in Mediterranean countries;
including painting, sculpture. architecture,
archeological sites ; visits to major mu seums
and historica l examples ; related cultural
studies anJ individu a l reports ; itinerary,
travel. living plans to be a nnounced.
*ART 523- FIELD STUDY OF ART IN
GREAT LAKES CITIES
A conducted study tour of a rt in cities of
the Great Lakes re gio n; includin g Buffalo,
Roche ster. Toronto, Detroit . a nd Cleveland ;
visits to mu seums and principal examples
of traditional and contemporary art , city
planning; related studies and report s; itinerary, travel. living arrangements to be a nnounced.
*ART 524-FIELD STUDY OF ART
IN NEW YORK CITY
A conducted study tour of art in New York
City; including painting, sculpture, community planning, architecture, industrial
design. interior design; seen at museums.
art galleries, selected buildings, stores, and
showrooms; individual reports ; itinerary,
travel, livin g a rrangements to be announced .

*ART 527-FIELD STUDY OF ORIENTAL ART
A conducted stud y tour of hist o ric a nd
contemporary art in Oriental countries: in cludin g paintin g, sculpture. architecture,
prints. crafts, archeological ~ites ; visits to
major museums and hi storic a l ex.amples :
related cultural studies and reports ; itinerary .
travel , living plans to be a nnounced.

ART 590- SPECIAL PROJECT
Rese a rch or investigation of a particul a r
problem , to be planned and carried out by
student; with consultation and ad vi ce from
instructor.
ART 59 1-SPECIAL RESEARCH STUDY
IN (SPECIFIED AREA)
Re search or investi gation of a particular
problem , to be pl anned and carried out by
student ; with consultation and advice from
an instructor who agrees to supervise the
study ; a imed at making a _general contribution to art as contrasted with persona l
improvement and understandin g; reported
in a document a nd / or exhibition . Specified
area in c luded in all college records.

*ART 525-FIELD STUDY OF ART IN

NEW ENGLAND

A conducted study tour of art in Boston
and the New England region; including
painting, sculpture. architecture. industrial
desi gn, interior design; seen at museums,
art galleries, selected buildings, stores, showrooms, craft centers; individual report s;
itinerary, travel , living arrangements to be
announced .

* ART 526-FIELD STUDY OF ART IN

WASHINGTON AND PHILADELPHIA
A conducted study tour of art in Washington. Phil adelphia. and environs; including
painting, sculpture. architecture, industrial
design. interior design ; seen at museums,
and redevelopment: visits to museums, art
galleries , selected buildings; reports; travel.
living arrangements to be announced.

ART 592-INDEPENDENT STUDIO IN
(SPECIFIED AREA )
Independent studio experience by a student.
with consultation and advice from an instructor related to area of study who agree s
to supervise the study : involvin g studio experiments a nd experiences not otherwise
available in re gular course offerin gs. Specified area included in all college records .
ART 600- PROGRAM PLANNING IN
ART EDUCATION
Planning the special art room for various
school levels a nd purposes, and fa cilities
for art in the self-contained classroom;
interdependence of art program and facilities ; organizing curriculum activities in relation to educational philosoph y and research in the area; extra class assignments.

* Acceptable as Arts and Sciences electives in all curricula except Art Education; acceptable
in Art Education curriculum in Related Areas.
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ART 601-AOMfNfSTRATION IN ART
EDUCATION
The role of the supervisor of an in relation
to the community, school administration,
cla~,room teacher, and special an teacher;
functions of art consultant and special an
teacher in elementary schools: preparing
budgets. procuring equipment and ordering
supplie;; extra cla,s reports and discussions.

ART 60~-RESEARCH WORKSHOP IN
ART EDUCATION
Individual and group research in problems
of an education: reports and discussions of
current research activity in an education;
techniques of research as applied to unique
problems in an education and in evaluating
the effects of unlike influences upon unlike
individuals: extra class research problems.

ART 603-TEACHTNG INTERNSHTP TN
ART
Supervised student teaching internship in
various levels according to needs of the
student: including elected experiences on the
junior college and college level; teaching
experiences in ,ummer programs on the
elementary and secondary level. in summer
camps, special classes; teaching assistantships.

ART 605-SE.\IESTER IN ART EDUCATION
Problems in teaching and supervising an in

various types of communities and schools;
contemporary philosophy, psychology, principles and practices in an and education;
relationship of current research to programs,
policies and procedures for the teacher and
supervisor: extra class reports and discussions . Required of all Art Education majors.

ART 610-GRADUATE
DRAWING

STuoro

IN

fndividual concentration in drawing for
advanced students: emphasis on growing
facility of expression, application to painting
and graphic ans: tutorial relationship with
instructor; use of model; related study and
gallery visits: extraclass assignments, incluJing minimum studio hours equal to
class hours.
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ART 61 I-GRADUATE
PAINTING

STUDIO

IN

Individual activities in painting for advanced students; emphasis on personal
growth and mastery of chosen media; tutorial relationship with instructor; studio and
outdoor problems; use of model; related
study and gallery visits; extraclass assignments, including minimum studio hours
equal to class hours.

ART 612-OUTDOOR DRAWING ANO
PAINTING
Direct drawing and painting in and out-ofdoors; landscape, city and industrial themes:
minimum use of studio for demonstrations
and critiques or during inclement weather;
daily transportation to be arranged; work in
oil, watercolor, pastel, and other media with
approval of instructor.

ART 613-GRADUATE
STUDIO
GRAPHIC ARTS

IN

Advanced work in printmaking; relief, intaglio. planographic. serigraphic processes:
related drawing and design considerations:
parallel studies of graphic artists; care of
equipment; tutorial relationship with instructor; extraclass assignments, including minimum studio hours equal to class hours.

ART 614-GRAPH!C

PROCESSES

ARTS

RELIEF

A comprehensive exploration of the relief
process in graphic ans; including such possibilities as linoleum and wood blocks.
wood engravings, and experimental techniques in relief printing: tutorial relationship
with instructor; extraclass assignments; including minimum studio hours equal to
class hours.

ART 615-GRAPH!C ARTS INTAGLIO
PROCESSES
A comprehensive exploration of the intaglio
process in graphic ans; including such
possibilities as etching, dry point, metal engraving. and experimental techniques in
intaglio printing; tutorial relationship with
instructor; extraclass assignments. including
minimum studio hours equal to class hours.

ART 616-GRAPHIC

ARTS
PLANOGRAPHIC PROCESSES

·
A comprehensive exploratwn
o f . the
. pianoI dine
.
· graph ,c arts. inc u
10
graphic proc_ess
.
d metal lithogsuch possibilities as stone an
h .
s in
and experimental tee niquc. .
raphy.
h'
. tinw tutorial relationship
pl_anograp IC pnn xtr;~la ss assicnments, in.
I to class
With instructor. e
eluding minimum studio hours cqua
hours.

PHIC ARTS SERTART 617-GRA
PROCESSES
GRAPHIC

.

·on of the sen1
A comprehensive_n exg~aopr:i~ art : including
g raphic process I
d
b
. . . .
as silk screen an
su such poss_1bil1t1es .
. a er film. lacquer.
stitutes. w,r h st encils of p p · · with intusche-glue; tutorial relatio1nesnht; includinc
assignn
·I
structor: ex lraclass
'
hours.minimum studio hours equal to c ass

ART 618-ADVANCED LIFE MODELING
.
l'f

odelinc the human figure from_ t_he ' e
M d I· e-mphasizing sculptural d1sc1pl111e. exmo e .
d ·nterpre1a1ion: advanced pracpression. an I
lay plaster: casting
tice in use of armatures. c
. . . . with
I
forms: tutonal relations_hip .
from cay
.
,ents mcludmi:
instructor; ext~achlass assq1~:~ to c·lass hours~
minimum studio ours e

ART 619-GRADUATE STUDIO IN
SCULPTURE
d.
·n advanced sculpture:
A general Siu 10 1
•
. d cons1ruc·1· .
additive subtractive. an
utl
,zing
'
·ve methods; continued person al developd
~1ent in such media as clay, pla_s1er .. wo~n:
eta!· tutorial relat1onsh1p with .
::~t~i;or1:1 ex;raclass assignments, including
m,mmu
. .
m' stL1dio hours equal to class hours.

ART 620-SCULPTURE IN SYNTHETIC
MATERIALS
C
.
additive and subtractive methods
.
inastlng.
sculpture: utilizing
plaster. con crete , plasof
tics. related materials: - development robal expressions and archttectural p
person
lpture· tutorial relationship with
!ems tn scu
·
· luding
.
. extraclass assignments, me
:~~:~c~~~-st~dio hours equal to class hours.

ART 621-STONE AND WOOD SCULPTURE
Techniques and sculptural concepts ~n
a nd wood carving: forging, tempenn,,. sl
d
•
an d
10ols·· persona
·
stone carvtng
' .
ening
bl.
related readincs an
architectural pro ems, 1 · ship with ingallery visits: tutonal re at1on
. luding
tnc h
,
structor·
extrac Iass assignments.
• ,
.
tudio hours equal to class ours.
. .
mtn1mum

ART 622-BRONZE
CAST! G
AND
WELDED SCULPTURE
· • plastics and
Lost-wax investment casttng,
.
•
· sand·• metal
casting
111
plaster model casting
.
ti • ·hin other materials: foundry practice. ms .
. o and chemical pa1ina11on of bronze sculp
in,,.
andstudio
brass
ture: oxyacetylene we Id'tn g of. steel nts
constructions: extraclass ass1gnme
.
hours equal to class hours.

ART 623-GRADUATE
STUDIO
PHOTOGRAPHY

IN

d
d black and-white and color photogA vance
·
. ·11ustrah . as a form of expression , as I .
rap
y.
.
used
111. the
·
event-recordrng; as
t1on.
.
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planning
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ART 640-GRADUATE STUDIO IN
DESIGN

. .
f
ace with paint and
:~~e~:r;n;~:ti~:si;ne~P form in th_eoretical'.
d functional appltcauons. de
a_bstract.f anthe home commerce. industry,
s1on1110 or
'
.
.h .
th~ate;, crafts; tutorial rela1ionsh1p_ wi/ d/;~
structor: extraclass assignments, la1s~c huours"
minimum studio hours equal to c
.

ART 641-GRADUATE STUDIO IN
PRODUCT DESIGN
A concentrated study of product design. on
an a d , .anc ed level·, functional and aesthetic
d I .
problems in _the design of t:ef~\/l~ve~~;:
experience wtth common an_
.
. h ined materials: tutorial relationship w11
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structor: extraclass assignments, including
minimum studio hours equal to class hours.
ART 642-GRADUATE
STUDIO
JN
WOOD DESIGN
The designer-craftsman approach to advance_d projects in wood; hand, power and
machine tool practice; aesthetic and functional considerations in design; finishing
methods, care of equipment; tutorial relationship with instructor; extraclass assignments, including minimum studio hours
equal to class hours.
ART 643-GRADUATE STUDIO IN
TEXTILE DESIGN
Advanced w_o rk in textile design and proce_sses; weaving, printing, applique; traditwnal and experimental techniques: individual proiects and explorations; studies of
work . of de signer-craftsmen: tutorial relationship . with . instructor; extraclass assignments. including minimum studio hours
equal to class hours.
ART 644 -GRADUATE STUDIO IN
METALSMITHING
Advanced . practice in metalsmithing techniques; rai_sing, forging, welding, riveting,
casting, spinning, other forming methods·
parallel studies of the work of leading de~
signer-craftsmen; tutorial relationship with
instructor; extraclass assignments, including
minimum studio hours equal to class hours.
ART 645-ENAMELING OF METAL
Preparntion and firing of enamels on metal·
trad1t1ona( and contemporary processes'.
ch_ampl:ve_, cloisonne, basse taille, Jimoges:
plique a Jou_r, gnsadle, experimental techmques~ tutorial relationship with instructor·
extraclass assignments, including minimu~
studio hours equal to class hours.
ART 646-GRADUATE STUDIO IN
JEWELRY
Practical and aesthetic aspects of jewelry
design and _c on_struction: advanced experienc_e
fabrication techniques, casting, gem
polishing, and stone setting according to stu-

m
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dent . experience level; tutorial relationship
Wllh mstru_ctor; extraclass assignments . minimum studio hours equal to class hours.
ART 647-CASTING TECHNIQUES IN
JEWELRY
Preparing
wax
models
.
d
.
· molds , b urning
out,
an
lost-wax . casting of jewelry in silver
and ?old; utilizing the centrifugal casting
mac_hine ; related steam casting, cuttlefish
casting, open-mold casting, associated techniqu_es: extraclass assignments, including
studio hours equal to class hours.
ART 648-DESIGN WORKSHOP IN
LEATHER
Advanced rxperi_ment and research in pract1ca_l and aesthetic problems involved in the
des11m and construction of leather products; approached from the viewpoint of the
contemporary designer-craftsman; the use
of trad111onal techniques in modern forms
an_d . the invention of new solutions appro~
pnate to today.
ART 649-GRADUATE STUDIO IN
POTTERY
Creative problems in design for market
production of pottery; practice in formino
cl~y and plaster; mold and model making~
shp and sohd clay production: color, glaze ,
kiln operation: tutorial relationship with instructor; extraclass assignments, including
minimum studio hours equal to class hours.
ART 650-GRADUATI; STUDIO IN
GRAPHIC DESIGN
Developing effective communications in illustration and design; realistic, experimental
a_nd expressive approaches; preparation fo;
single and multicolor reproduction; planning
publications; tutonal relationship with inst~uctor; extraclass assignments, including
minimum studio hours equal to class hours.
ART 651-HOME AND COMMUNITY
DESIGN
Functional, aesthetic, geographic economic
social and political factors affec!ing the de~

sign of home, school. and community; designing and redesigning homes; planning
new cities and redeveloping older communities and facilities; extraclass assignments, including minimum studio hours
equal to class hours .
ART 652- SEMINAR STUDIO IN
SCENOGRAPHY
Advanced projects in stage design , with
interim seminar discussions and project
reports; historical research on stage design;
integration of visual design components in
contemporary productions; theoretical and
practical applications of original designs ;
problems in the construction and painting
of stage sets .
ART 653-SEMINAR STUDIO IN
LIGHT DESIGN
Advanced experiments, research, and practice in light design , with integrated seminar
discussions and reports on individual projects; theoretical and practical experience in
the use of light as an art form; light as an
aspect of theater design; practical experience
in plays under production whenever possible.
ART 654-SEMINAR STUDIO IN
PUPPETRY
Advanced experience in puppet conception,
construction , staging, and performance; research in all forms of puppetry, with individual seminar reports and demonstrations
integrated with studio and research activities; individual and group study; actual experience in puppet production whenever
practical.

ART 655-SEMINAR STUDIO IN
STAGE COSTUME
Costume design and construction for the
stage; costumes from antiquity to the present
day, with emphasis on the relationship between stage costume and theatrical style:
research in costume, studio experience in
creating costumes for particular periods

and contemporary
discussions.

productions;

seminar

ART 656-SEMINAR STUDIO IN
TECHNICAL PRODUCTION
Advanced research, studio practice, and integrated seminar reports on the visual aspects of the theater; historical research on
stage machinery, stage crafts, and techniques : play production problems; investigation and experiments related to contemporary production problems and creative solutions.
ART 657-SEMINAR STUDIO IN
THEATER PLANNING
Integrated seminar and studio experiences
in theater planning and ,architecture; educational,
community,
and
professional
theater problems; research and reports relative to theater organization and management; forces affecting actor-audience spatial
relationships; historical and contemporary
problems.
ART 690-MASTER'S PROJECT
A study undertaken by one or more individuals on a problem of special interest:
aimed at making a special contribution to
art or art education. as contrasted with
normal class or studio activity; may be
presented, in part, as an exhibit of materials
collected or prepared - including a major
exhibit of art work related to study - with
theories and findings reported in an acceptable form according to directions given
by the Graduate Office.
ART 695-MASTER'S THESIS
An individual investigation of an original
problem to be submitted in typewritten
form according to directions given by the
Graduate Division; representing a significant contribution to the literature of art or
art education. acceptable to the student's
adviser and chairman of the appropriate
area of specialization .
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ARTS AND SCIENCES

The Arts and Sciences are organized into three academic divisions: Arts and
Humanities , Social Sciences, and Mathematics and Science. The Arts and Humanities include the Departments of English , Foreign Language, Health and Physical
Education, Music. Philosophy, and Speech and Theater Arts. The Social Sciences
include the Departments of History , Geography , Political Science-Economics,
Psychology, and Sociology-Anthropology . The Mathematics and Science area
inclu9~ De artments of Biology. Chemist~ Geology , Mathematics, Physics
/ I
and /Genera Science .

ARTS AND HUMANITIES
Also see courses listed under ART.

ENGLISH

ENG. 401-LITERATURE OF THE
BIBLE (g)
ENG. 403-THE WORLD NOVEL (g)
ENG. 404-THE AMERICAN NOVEL
BEFORE 1900 (g)
ENG. 405-CHAUCER AND HIS AGE
(g)

ENG.
ENG.
ENG.
ENG.

406-THE ENGLlSH NOVEL (g)
407-THE MODERN NOVEL (g)
409-MILTON (g)
41 I-SEVENTEENTH CENTURY
ENGLISH POETRY (g)
ENG 413-SEMTNAR-TOUR IN
AMERICAN LITERATURE
(g)

ENG 414-REALISM IN AMERICAN
LITERATURE (g)
ENG. 415-PHILOSOPHY IN LITERATURE (g)
ENG. 416-STUDY-TOUR OF WESTERN EUROPE (g)
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ENG . 412-VlCTORlAN POETRY (g)
ENG 423-VICTORTAN PROSE (g)
ENG. 426-EIGHTEENTH CENTURY
ENGLISH LITERATURE (g)
ENG. 427-FOUNDATIONS OF
LANGUAGE (g)
ENG. 430-LITERATURE OF IRELAND (g)
ENG 440-WRlTING FOR THE PROFESSIONS- (g)
ENG. 450-DIRECTING (g)
ENG 502-STUDIES IN AMERICA,
LITERATURE
Seminar in selected aspects of literary culture in the United States from the Colonial
Period to the mid-twentieth century. Literary movements and periods, intercultural
relationships, and the influence of religious
and philosophic areas upon literature. The
focus of the course is upon selected areas
and key tigurcs.
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ENG. 503-REGIONAL AMERICAN
LITERATURE
Literature of certain geograph ical and cultural areas of the United States: New England and Eastern, Southern. Western; folkways in American letters: local color and
use of regional materials, particularly in
fiction.
ENG. 504-ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF ENGLISH
DRAMA
Liturgical beginnings of English drama:
miracle and morality plays, interludes ; rise
of Engli,h comedy and tragedy; forerunners
and contemporaries of Shakespeare.
ENG. 506-STUDIES IN MODERN
DRAMA
Renascence of drama in Europe and America; Ib,en and the play of ideas; realism,
naturali ,m. symbolism . sociological drama.
ENG. 508-LITERATURE OF GREECE
AND ROME
Reading in English translation and discussion of selected ma,terpieces: relationship
to later literature in English and other modern languages.

plays. and critical reports: contribution of
the magazine, newspaper and motion picture to the world's view of America.
ENG. 520-SHAKESPEAREAN
TRAGEDY
Esthetic and philosophic qualities of
Shakespeare tragedy studied in the playwright's mature plays; readings in Shakespeare critici sm.
ENG. 521-STUDIES IN MODERN
BRITISH POETRY
Si gnifica nt trends and figures in British
poetr y si nce 1890: close study of two writers
from the following grou p : Hardy. Housman.
Yeats. Masefield, Eliot. and Thomas.
ENG. 522-STUDIES IN MODERN
AMERICAN POETRY
Significant trends and figures in American
poetr y since 1912: close study of two writers
from the following group: Robinson. Frost.
Mill ay. H. Crane. Benet. and Jeffers.

ENG. 510-EMERSON -\ND THOREAU
Writin g of Emerson and Thoreau against
the background of European and American
transcendentalism .

ENG. 523-SHAKESPEAREAN COMEDY
Principal comedies from Lo,·e·s Labour·s
Lost to The T e111pe:.t: backt?rounds of Elizabethan comedy: Shakespea;e•s early and experimental work: later mature achievements
and the comic idea in farce, high comedy,
bitter comedy, and idealistic romance.

ENG. 514-STUDIES IN CHILDREN"S
LITERATURE
_Types of children's literature: criteria of
book ,e lection: readin g interests of children;
preparation of bibliography.

ENG. 528-SEMINAR IN CREATIVE
DRAMATICS
History, philosophy. methods, and materials
of informal playmaking with children:
observation and participation .

ENG. 518-MAJOR AMERICAN POETS
Nineteenth century poets of first rank and
their contributions to a national literature.
ENG. 519-LITERATURE AND THE
WORLD TODAY
Current ideas expressed through novels,
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ENG. 533-LITERATURE OF CONTINENTAL EUROPE: THE
MIDDLE AGES
Reading in English translation representative works of the Middle Ages: importance
of this literature as source material for
later writers.

ENG. 534-LITERATURE OF
CONTINENTAL EUROPE:
THE RENAISSANCE
Petrarch. Boccaccio. Machiavelli. Castiglione, Ariosto. and others in English translation and their relation to the literature
of England.
ENG. 535-LITERATURE OF CONTINENTAL EUROPE: THE
NINETEENTH CENTURY
Readin g in English translation of selected
masterpieces: Rousseau and his disciples:
romantic poetry, fiction, and drama: realism.
naturalism, symbolism in the various types
of literature .
ENG. 590-SPECIAL PROJECT
Research o r investigation of a particular
problem, to be planned and carried out,
with guidance of instructor.
ENG. 600-STUDIES IN THE STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION
OF LANGUAGE
Fundamental principles basic to all languages: theori es of the origin of langua ge;
the nature and psychology of lan guage;
phonetics and phonetic change; alphabets
and systems of writing; language types and
families; word origins and changes in
meanin g.

ENG. 602-LITERARY CRITICISM
A survey of literary criticism past and
present, with exercises in applying the student's critical skill to the study of specific
works ; individual student emphasis upon
the study of a period. author, idea, or form.
ENG. 607-SECONDARY SCHOOL
LITERATURE
Readings in prose and poetry appropriate
to the seco nd ary school; examination of
the function of " literature for adolescents''
in the secondary English program. Required of students extending certification
to include English in secondary schools
who have not had English 213.
ENG. 609-THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE
Historical development of the English language; political and social influences for
change; growth of gramr.,a tical science and
lexicography; contemporary problems of
usage; semantics; trends in American English.
ENG. 690-PROJECT
Study undertaken by one or more individuals
on a problem of special interest; must be
submitted in acceptable form acco rding to
directions given by the Graduate Office.
ENG. 695-THESIS
An individual investigation of an original
problem to be submitted according to directions given by the Graduate Office.

FOREIGN LANGUAGES
FRENCH 401-CONTEMPORARY
FRENCH LITERATURE
(g)

FRENCH 404--FRENCH LITERATURE
(g)

LATIN 404-READING FROM ROMAN
PHILOSOPHY (g)
SPANISH ,;QI-CERVANTES (g)
SPANISH 402-SPANISH CLASSICAL
DRAMA (g)

FRENCH 501-OLD FRENCH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
Intensive reading of the major works of Old
French literature, with discussion of the
important literary and linguistic features of
the works read. Oral and written reports
in French on the readings assigned.
FRENCH 502-ADV ANCED FRENCH
COMPOSITION
Further guidance and practice in the acquisition of a good French style of writing, the
selected stylistic examples from major contemporary French authors. Frequent written
assignments in French.
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FRE'-:CH 503-THE NEW NOVEL IN
FRANCE
Re ading and extensive discussion of representative novels of authors of the "nouvelle
vague
( Robbe-Grillet, Butor. Sarrautc,
Dur::is. etc./ Frequent oral and written reports.

SPANISH 502-EARL Y SPANISH
Intensive oral practice through diction and
conversation. Analysis of adequate written
style through study of a variety of contemporary sources. Oral and written presentations will be required in Spanish.

FRENCH 504-READ TNGS I FRENCH
LITERATURE
A reading course who,e conten t will be
varied to conform lo the specific needs of
individual , tudents , a imed at filling in any
outstanding gaps in the ,tudent's lingui,tic
and literary preparation.

SPANISH 503-THE LATIN AMERICAN NOVEL
Repre sentative novels from major Latin
American nations illustrat ive of literar y,
social and political developments in the
hemisphere. Collateral readings, reports and
discussions in Spanish.

SPANISH 50 I-EARLY SPANISH
LITERATURE
Readin g, in the major gen re prior to the
Golden Age. Emphasis on the epic and the
Cid. the poetry of Juan Ruiz a nd the origins
of the drama an d novel. Collateral readings
to illustrate cu ltural background of the
period. Reports and discussions in Spanish.

(g)

MUS. 403-DRAMATIC MUSIC (g)
MUS. 404-THE ART OF ENJOYING
MUSIC (g)
MUS. -+05-MUSTC LITERATURE FOR
YOU G LISTENERS (g)
MUS. 407-MUSIC HISTORY (ANTIQUITY THROUGH
BAROQUE) (g)
MUS. 408-MUSIC HISTORY (CLASSICAL THROUGH
ROMANTIC ) (g)
MUS. 409-MUSIC HISTORY (CONTEMPORARY) (g)
MUS. 410-AFRO-AMERICAN MUSIC
(g)

MUS. 411-CONDUCTING (g)
MUS. -HJ-VOICE CULTURE AND
REPERTORY (g)
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MATHEMATICS
MATH. 401-MODERN GEO1'.IETRY II
(g)

MATH. 405-PROBABILITY AND
STATISTICS II ( g)
MATH. 406-NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
(g)

MATH. 407-ADVANCED CALCULUS
SPANISH 504-READINGS TN SPANISH
LITERATURE
Directed readings in areas of Spanish Literature and literary criticism in which the student requires further work. Intended to provide greate r breadth or depth of study of
Spanish literature as the individual's needs
and interests may dictate.

MUSIC
MUS. 400-AMERICAN FOLK MUSIC

MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE

MUS. 418-LATIN AMERICAN MUSIC
(g)

MUS. 500-MUSIC IN EDUCATION
Public school mu sic education; contributions of various composers and music educators to public school music and to general
culture; required readings; listening to records; ideas on school assemblies .
MUS. 501-SURVEY OF MUSIC
LITERATURE
Survey of music from antiquity to the present; examination of scores; book. reviews
from texts in library on development of
vocal and instrumental music.
MlJS. 590-SPECIAL PROJECT
Research or investigation of a particular
problem. to be planned and carried out by
student. with consultation and guidance
from instructor.

II ( g)

Mathematics courses at the --!00 level may
be taken for graduate credit on ly with the
written approval of the Chairman of the
Mathematics Department.
All 600 Cou rses have the following prerequisites: A st udent must have completed
satisfacto rily a minimum of 24 semester
hours of undergraduate mathematics with at
least 12 semes te r hours beyond Analytic
Geometry and Calculus which includes
a course in abstract algebra a nd a cou_rse
in higher geometry. Additiona~ p_rerequ1s1te s
may appear a fter course descriptions.
MATH. 500-MAT HEMATICS IN THE
ELEMENTARY
CURRICULUM
Development of number : rationale of processes: relationships: generalizations; meaning
and significa nce of number and processes;
mathematics as a langu age; measurement:
problem so lving; visual aids; professi_on al
literature; analyses and reports of readings:
individual research and project. Prerequisite:
MA TH. 210 or 203 or equivalent.
MATH. 502-WORKSHOP IN
MATHEMATICS
Selected topics in the field of elementary
mathematics ; analysis of research: individual
study of a problem and wricten report of
findings; committee study and reports on
problems. Prerequisite: Math. 210 or 203
or equivalent.

~IATH. 590-SPECIAL PROJECT
Research or investigation or a particular
problem. to be planned and carried out by
,tudent. with consultation a nd guidance from
instructo r.
t-.lATH. 605-T HEORY OF SETS
Set ·: relations: functions: order and Zorn·s
lemma : original numbers a nd their arithmetic: cardinal numbers a nd their arithmetic.
~IATH. 606-H ISTORY OF
MATHEMATICS
Chronological study of the development of
elementary mathematics : national ac hie vements: of ages or periods: selected biographies: appraisals and critiques: problem
,tudies.
~IATH . 607-FOUNDATIONS OF
MATHEMATICS
The axiomat ic method; theory of sets and
infinite sets; real number system and linear
continuum: the complex number system:
groups and their significance for the founda(ions: development of various viewpoints
on foundations.
~IATH. 609-THEORY OF NUMBERS
Counting and recording of numbers; properties of numbers; Euclid's algorithm; prime
numhers: the aliquot parts: indeterminate
problems and their theory; Diophantine
problems: congruences: a nalys is of congruences; Wilson's theorem; Euler's theorem;
theory of decimal expansions; the converse
of Fernat's theorem; the classical constructional problems.
~!ATH. 610-MODERN ALGEBRA
Cyclic groups: transformation groups: fac-
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tor groups; groups with operators: isomorphism theorems; composition series ; direct
products of groups. Sylow theorems; residue
class rings. operations on ideals; extensions
of rings.
MATH . 61 I-MODERN ALGEBRA II
Polynomial rings; factorization in polynomial domains: maximal, prime. and primary
ideals; in noetherian rings; prime fields;
extensions of fields; splitting fields; separability; irreducibility; Galois theory.

MATH. 612-NON-EUCLIDEAN
GEOMETRY
Histo rical development; hyperbolic plane
geometry; elliptic plane geometry; topics
from hyperbol ic and elliptic trigonometry:
consistency of non-Euclidean geometrics.
MATH . 613-TOPOLOGY I
Introductory set theory; transformations:
topological equivalence; topological spaces;
metric spaces. Prerequi site: MATH . 311
(Introduction to Topology), or MATH .
607 or MATH. 615.
MATH. 614-THEORY OF MATRICES
The algebra of matrices and determinants;
equivalence. similarity and congruence relations on matrices ; vector spaces; linear
transformations ; characteristic roots and
vectors; applications.

MATH. 615-THEORY OF FUNCTIONS
OF A REAL VARIABLE
Properties of sets; cardinal and ordinal numbers: real numbers: real functions. derivative
of a function. and sequences of functions:
measure and integration theory. Prerequisite:
MA TH. 309 ( Advanced Calculus I-recommended ).

and action. Statistical treatment of genetic
data. and population genetics. Individual
experimental work under direction of instruc tor. Four hours per week. including
laboratory. Prerequisite: one year of General Biology ( BIOL. I 11-112) or its equivalent and Genetics ( BIOL. 203). General
Physiology desirable.

MATH. 616----THEORY OF FUNCTIONS
OF A COMPLEX
VARIABLE
Complex numbers; analytic functions: geometry of elementary functions; contour integrals: power series: conformal mapping of
simply connected regions.
Prerequisite:
MATH. 309 (Advanced Calculus I) or
MATH. 615.

BIOL. 507-B IOM ETR ICS II
Enumeration data with more than one degree of freedom. ana lysis of variance in
two or more groups of measurement data
and with two or more criteria of classification. covariance. multiple regre ssion and
covamiance. binomial and Poisson distributions. and principles of experimental design. Four hours per week. including laboratory. Prerequisites: BIOL. 406----Biometrics
I, or permission of instructor.

MATH. 617-TOPOLOGY II
Regular. normal , and completely regular
spaces; Hilbert space; space of continuous
functions; complete metric spaces; product
spaces. metrization and paracompactness ;
uniform spaces.
MATH.
A study
uals in
rections

690-PROJECT
undertaken by one or more individacceptable form according to digiven by the Graduate Office.

MATH . 695-THESIS

An individual investigation of an original
problem to be submitted in typewritten form
according to directions given by the Graduate Office.

BIOLOGY
BIOL. 400-COMPARATIVE
VERTEBRATE
MORPHOLOGY (g)
BIOL. 401-ECOLOGY (g)
BIOL. 402-HUMAN BlOLOGY (g)
BIOL. 403-ECONOMIC BIOLOGY AND
CONSERVATION (g)
BlOL. 404-PLANT MORPHOLOGY (g)
BIOL. 405-ORGANlC EVOLUTION (g)
BIOL. 406-BIOMETRICS (g)
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BIOL.
BIOL.
BIOL.
BIOL.

409-FIELD BIOLOGY (g)
411-PARASITOLOGY (g)
4 I 3-ORNITHOLOGY (g)
415-RADIATION BIOLOGY
(g)

BIOL. 503-ADVANCED GENETICS
A study of recent advances in the area of
chemical genetics including the fine structure of DNA, enzyme . inter-relationships

BIOL. 514-TAXONOMY OF
VASCULAR PLANTS
Principles and techniques of vascular pla.nt
identification and classification. Major emphasis o n plant families of Northeastern
United States and adjacent Ca nada. Prerequisite : 18 sem. hrs. including Genetics.
Physiolo gy and Ecology.

and tropi,ms. Four hours per week. including laboratory. Prerequisite: 12 em. hrs.
in biological sciences: 8 sem. hrs. in chemistry. or the equivalent of these.
BIOL. 610 PROTOZOOLOGY
Morphology. physiology. and taxonomy of
the protozoa : live cycles of selected freeliving and parasitic species: importance in
environmental inter-relationships and ,ignificance in human problems. Four hours
per week. including laboratory. Prerequisite:
12 sem. hrs. in biological sciences.
BIOL. 690.-RESEARCH PROJECT IN
BIOLOGY
A study undertaken by one or more individual, on a problem of special interest:
must be submitted in acceptable form according to directions given by the Graduate
Office.
BIOL. 695- RESEAR C H THESIS IN
BIOLOGY
An individual investigation of an original
problem to be submitted in typewritten form
according to directions given by the Graduate Office.

BIOL. 515-ADVANCED
BACTERIOLOGY
Study of the various groups of bacteria .
particularl y those common in nature and
affecting the health and welfare of man.
Four hour s per week. including laborato r y.
Prerequisite: 12 sem. hrs. in biological
scie nces. including BIOL. 20 I, or permission
of the instructor.
BIOL 606----HISTOLOGY
Structural characteristics of normal tissues
and organs of vertebrates; practice in methods of mi crotec hnique . Four hours per week ,
including laboratory. Prerequisite: 12 sem.
hrs. in biological sciences.
BIOL. 609-PLANT PHYSIOLOGY
Ph ysi ological processes in plants. including
photosynthesis . respiration. osmosis. transpiration. effects of hormone s. soi l nutrients.
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PHYSICS

CHEMISTRY
CHEM. 400-INORGANIC CHEMISTRY
(g)

CHEM. 401-BIOCHEMISTRY (g)
CHEM. 403-INSTRUMENTAL
CHEMISTRY (g)
CHEM. 420-NUCLEAR CHEMISTRY
(g)

CHEM. 500-ADVANCED ORGANIC
CHEl\llSTRY
Theoretical and mechanistic treatment of
organic chemistry. Special Topics. Prerequisite: l year of Organic Chemistry.
CHEM. 501-ADVANCED PHYSICAL
CHEJ\IISTRY
A treatment of advanced topics in physical
chemistry, including an introduction to the
principles of the quantum theory and statistical mechanics. atomic and molecular spectr a and the modern valence theory Pre~ ~ < c o_ae ym of Phys;c,J Chcm.s«y

CHEM. 502-BIOCHEMISTRY II
Special topics in Biochemistry. Prerequisite:
24 sem. hrs. of Chemistry including one
semester of Biochemistry, or consent of instructor.
CHEM. 690-RESEARCH PROJECT IN
CHEJ\IISTRY
A ;tudy undertaken by one or more individuals on a problem of special interest:
must be submitted in acceptable form according to directions given by the Graduate
Office.
CHEM. 695-RESEARCH THESIS IN
CHE\IISTRY
An indi vidual investigation of a n original
problem to be submitted in typewritten form
according to directions given by the Graduate Office.

- EARTH SCIE

){;;

U 1L 1 '/;r ::----io--".--Z:rlll~-GEOLOGY OF NEW YORK
(-J?/,~ E.S. 401_J~~~~-it>RAL GEOLOGY (g)
V

E.S. 402-GEOLOGY OF NORTH
AMERICA (g)
E.S. 403-GLACIAL GEOLOGY (g)
E.S 404-OCEANORAPHY (g)

E.S. 540-MARINE GEOLOGY
Descriptive and ana lytic al approach to the
sedime ntati on. stratigraphy and structure
of the ocean ba ins. Four hours per week.
including laborator y: occasiona l field trips.
Prerequisites: E.S. 302 and 303. or E.S.
404.
E.S. 600-FIELD GEOLOGY
Applications of geological principles and
technique~ in the interpretation of earth
features in the field. Prerequisite: l 8 sem.
hrs. in earth scie nces.
E.S. 601-ECONOMIC GEOLOGY
Origin. composition, alternatior.. and enrichment of ores. origin of fossil fuels and
other non-metalliferous deposits; mineral
resources of New York: conservation of
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geologic resources. Prerequisites: 18 sem.
hrs. earth sc iences. inorganic chem istry.
E.S. 603-ADVANCED GENERAL
GEOLOGY
Current topics and recent literature involving
geologic research. Prerequisite: 18 sem. hrs .
in earth sciences.
E.S. 605-GEOLOGY SEMINAR
Readings. reports. and discussion of current geological problems and research. Prerequisite: 24 sem. hrs. in earth sciences.
E.S. 690-RESEARCH PROJECT IN
EARTH SCIENCE
A study undertaken by one or more individuals on a pro blem of special interest:
must be submitted in acceptable form according to directions given by the Graduate
Office.
E.S. 695-RESEARCH THESIS IN
EARTH SCIENCE
An individual investigation of an original
problem to be submitted in typew ritten form
according to directions given by the Graduate Office.

PH.
PH.
PH.
PH.

402-LABORATORY IN LIGHT (g)
403-X-RAYS (g)
408-NUCLEAR PHYSICS (g)
409-INTRODUCTORY
SPECTROSCOPY (g)
PH. 411-INTRODUCTION TO SOLID
STATE PHYSICS
PH. 603-NUCLEAR PHYSICS
Properties of atomic nuclei and related
phenomena; nuclear models. binding energy.
nucle ar forces. Prerequisites: 18 sem. hrs.
of physics including PH. 405 or its equivalent and calculus or permission of the instructor.
PH. 604-ADVANCED
SPECTROSCOPY
Spectral series: Bohr's atomic theory; vector
model of the atom; electron configuration
of the elements; spectra l terms. selection
rules; line spectra; band spectra; prism
spec troscopes and spectrographs: diffractiongrating spectrographs: identification of spectrum lines; qualitative spectro-graphic analysis. Prerequisites: 18 sem. hrs. of physics
including PH. 405 or its equivalent and calculus or permission of the instructor.
PH. 605-ADVANCED SOLID STATE
PHYSICS
Crystale struc ture: classification of solids
according to binding; propagation of waves
in solids; thermal properties; dielectric properties; paramag neti sm and diamagnetism;
free electron theory of metals; band theory
of solids; sem iconductors. Prerequisites: 18
se m . hrs. of physics and calculus and including PH. 41 I or permission of the instructor.
PH. 606-PHYSICS SEMINAR
Selected reading. reports, discussion and
evaluation of research in physics and the
teaching of physics. Prerequisite: a major
in ph ysics.
PH. 607-A DVANCED MECHANICS
Kinematics and dynamics of particles and
of rigid bodies; the formulations of La-

grange and Hamilton; variational methods
in mechanics: central forces; selected applications of the Lagrange and Hamilton
formulations to rigid bodies and to systems
of particles. Prerequisites: 18 sem. hrs. of
physics and calculus or permission of the
instructor.
PH. 608-ADVANCED ELECTRICITY
AND MAGNETISM
Electric forces and electric fields: electric
potential: dielectric theory and behavior:
resistance; moving charges and magnetic
fields; electromagnetic induction; magnetic
properties of matter: Maxwell's equations
and electromagnetic waves. Prerequisites:
18 sem. hrs. of physics including PH. 202
or its equivalent and ca lculus or permission
of the instructor.
PH . 609-INTRODUCTORY QUANTUM
MECHANICS
Experimental basis for the quantum theory:
some basic ideas of probability; the postulates of quantum mechanics: the Schrodingcr equation; solutions to some one-dimensional problems: the hydrogen atom; the
matrix formulation of quantum theory;
some approximation methods. Prerequisites:
18 sem. hrs. of physics including PH. 406 or
its equivalent and calculus or permission
of the instructor.
PH . 690-RESEARCH PROJECT IN
PHYSICS
A study undertaken by one or more individual s on a problem of specia l interest: must
be submitted in acceptable form according
to directions given by the Graduate Office.
PH. 695-RESEARCH THESIS IN
PHYSICS
An individual investigation of an original
problem to be submitted in typewritten form
according to directions given by the Graduate Office.
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OTHER SCIENCES
SCI. 404-REGIONAL STUDY IN
SCIENCE ( gl
scr. 405-CONSERVATJON
WORKSHOP ( gl
SCJ. 409-HISTORY OF SCIENC E
SCI. -l I 0- SCIENC E IN THE
ELBIENTARY
CURRICULUM ( g)
scr. 415-BASIC SCIENCE OF
RADIATION AND
RADIOISOTOPES (g)

SOCIAL SCIENCES
scr. 527-CURRENT RESEARCH IN

( g)

scr. 503 - ECOLOGY
Scientific nature stud y. including considera tion of the relationships between living
things and their ph ysical environment: biological relation~hips between and within
species : man·s relationships with the natural
environment. For graduate students in Elementar y Education: others by permission
of instructor . Prerequisite : 5 sem . hrs. in
Biology or 6 sem . hrs. in Chemistry.
scr.

508-SCIENCE !\J'ID
TECHNOL~ AND THE
WORLD TODAY
Selected area s will be studied which exem plit y ways in which science profoundly
affects the world today and which involve
the international relations of the United
States.

SCIENCE
Stud y of current re search in the various
sciences: implications of such research on
present and future living; implications of
research in science for the early secondary
school science curriculum. Prerequisites : 6
sem . hrs. in each of two sciences.
SCI 590-SPECIAL PROJECT
Research or investigation of a particular
problem . to be planned and carried out by
the student. with consultation and guidance
from instructor.

SCI. 690-PROJECT
A study undenaken by one or more individuals on a problem of special interest:
must be submitted in acceptable form according to directions given by the Graduate
Office .

scr.

695-THESIS
An individual investigation of an original
problem to be submitted in typewritten form
according to directions given by the Graduate Office.

...'

ANTHROPOLOGY

GEOGRAPHY

ANTH. 402-CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY (g)

GEOG. 402-MAP INTERPRETATION
FOR TEACHERS ( g)
GEOG . 404-GEOGRAPHY ' OF THE
SOVIET U ION ( g)
GEOG . 405-GEOGRAPHY OF THE
MEDITERRANEAN
WORLD (g)

ECONOMICS
ECON. 401 - INTERNATIONAL
ECONOMIC RELATIONS
OF THE UNITED STATES
(g)

ECON. 502-WORKSHOP IN
ECONOMICS
Consideration of economic concepts in the
curriculum : American economic system: role
of government in free enterprise econom v:
money, banking, and credit ; selected gro~p
projects in areas of investments, labormanagement relations. agriculture aspects of
fore ign policy, economy of the Niagara
Frontier. and government regulatory agencies.
ECON. 503-GOYERNMENT AND THE
AMERICAN ECONOMY
Economic and political background of the
rise, nature. and extent of government aid.
promotion. and regulation of the American
Economy; economic impact of the Federal
Government on business, agriculture, labor,
conservation, and world trade; current policies to promote economic growth and
stability.
ECON. 505-STUD IES IN CONTEMPORARY ECONOMIC
PROBLEMS
ln ternational trade: international finance· inflation: labor legislation: problems of l~bor
and managemen t; price leve ls.
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GEOG . 500-GEOGRAPHY OF EASTERN ASIA
Physical and cultural geography of China,
Japan . Korea. Mongolia. and the countries
of southeast Asia: emphasis on the major
economies and their relationships to the
natural environment .
GEOG. 501-STUDIES IN IND USTRIAL
GEOGRAPHY
Study of ma n·s major occupations and their
relation ships to the natural en vironment;
emphasis on select topics in agriculture,
manufacturing. and mining that are of
world-wide significance.
GEOG. 502-GEOGR :\PHY IN THE
SECONDARY SCHOOLS
Methods and techniques of teaching geography in the secondary schools with emphasis on the 9th grade level; elements of the
natural and cultural environments that
should be emphasized in secondary school
geography: and the general geography of
Eastern Asia, South and Southeast Asia
and Subsaharan Africa.
'
GEOG. 503-STUDIES IN RESOURCE
CONSERVATION
Principles of natural resource conservation·
select problems in resource conservation '
soil erosion. water pollution, destructio~
ot forests, grasslands. and wildlife, flood
control , and depletion of minerals; emphasis
on conservation in the United States and
New York State.
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GEOG 504-STUDIES TN THE GEOGRAPHY OF ANGLOAMERICA
Rc~ional divisions: landforms, climates.
soil,. natural vegetation. drainage. major
economic,; cmpha,is on 1he leading economics of each region and their relationships
to 1he natural environment.
GEOG. 505-STUDIES I
THE GEOGRAPHY OF MIDDLE
AMERICA
Th.: physical and cultural geography of
Mexico. Ct:n1ral America. and the We,1 In dic, wi1h empha,is on the problems man
ha, encounlered in his attempts to adjust
to lhe natural environment.
GEOG. 590-SPECIAL PROJECT
Research or investigation of a particular
problem. to be planned and carried ou t
by student. with consultation and guidance
from in,tructor.

HISTORY
HIST. 401-AMERICAN EXPANSION
SINCE 1783 (g)
HIST. -l02-HISTORY OF THE SOVIET
UNION (g)
HIST -l03-HISTORY OF AMERICAN
FOREIGN RELATIONS (g)
HIST -l04-THE SOUTH. SECTIONALISM, AND THE CIVIL WAR
lg)

HIST . -l05-THE RENAISSANCE AND
REFORMATION (g)
HIST . -l06-THE FRENCH REVOLUTION AND NAPOLEO
(g)
HIST. 407-GERMANY SINCE 1871 (g)
HIST 408-HISTORY OF AMERICAN
THOUGHT (g)
HIST 412-HISTORY OF EAST CENTRAL EUROPE (g)
HIST. 413-HISTORY OF RUSSIA TO
19 I 7 (g)
HIST. 500-STUDIES IN TWENTIETH
CENTURY AI\IERlCAN
HISTORY
Aspects of American life si nce 1900: signifi-
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cant 1rrnds. policie,. and idea in politics.
diplomacy. and national cu lture : topics for
slud> dictated by student needs and interests.
HIST SOI-STUDIES IN TWENTIETH
CENTURY EUROPEAN
HISTORY
Study of a central theme ,elected by instructor and cl;1ss. such as: modern political iJeologies: international relations: inJi viJual country. region. or period.
HIST. 502-THE UNITFD STATES AND
ITS INTER-A:\IERICAN
RELATIONS
American policies toward the Latin American Republics and the Dominion of Canada: recognition: :\lonroe Doctrine: imperiali,m: peaceful settleme nt : cultural interchange: hemisphere security; regionalism.
HIST. 503-SOCIAL AND INTELLECTCAL HISTORY OF THE
UNITED STATES
Social roots of systems of thought: effect of
ideas upon American society; continuing
patterns of thought. such as Puritanism. liberalism. democrac y: contributions of intellectual leaders.
HIST. 504-HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN FRONTIER
Progress of settlement from the Atlantic
to the Pacific; transmission of culture: developments in transportation: the process
of sta te-making; transition from agrarian
to urban communities: social, economic, and
political effects of the westward march
upon the United States as a whole.

HIST. 505-STUDIES IN AMERICAN
COLONIAL HISTORY
Comparison of colon ial policies pursued by
European powers in the New World: modification in a new environment of such transplanted elements as the family, church,
schoo ls. eco nom y, and government.

HIST. 506-PROBI.EM5 OF CONTEMPORARY ENGLAND
Rise of trade unions: industrial and labor
relations; career of the Labor Party: programs for social democracy: the changing
world position of England.

HIST. 507-THE UNITED STATES IN
CONTEI\ IPORARY WORLD
AFFAIRS
United States foreign policy; United States
a nd the United Nations: Atlantic and Pacific commitments: internal problems such
as defense, production. inflation. and taxation.

HIST. 508-REFORM AND REFORMERS TN AMERICAN
CIVILIZATION
Economic and social 111ilie11 creating need
for reform; personality c haracteris tics of
reform le aders: st ructure an d operations of
reform movements: selected reform movements and periods of widely-sponsored reform sent iment ; changes wrought in American society.

HIST. 609-LOCAL HISTORY: RESEARCH METHODS AND
TECHNIQUES
Research involved in the stud y and presentation of local history. with specia l reference
to the Nia gara Frontier and New York
State; community facilities; discovery. examination. and use of original materials.

HIST. 610-SEMINAR IN CONTEMPORARY EUROPEAN
HISTORY
Investigation in the problems of Contemporary Europe from the unifica tion of Italy
and Germany to the present, t:mphasizine
the development of nationalism , imperi al~
ism. and communism. as well as the struegle for domination of Europe after World
War I and World War IL

POLITICAL SCIENCE
PS. 403-HISTORY OF POLITICAL
THEORY (g)
PS. 505-CO TEMPORARY AFRICA
An examination of the dimensions. dilemmas. and directions of the emerging African
states: example · of interaction with the
Western world; discussions of the social
and economic changes underway.
P.S. 506-INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS IN THE WORLD
TODAY
Topics such as international organization.
international law, regionalism. economic
development. role of ideologies. or relationship of domestic and internationa l politics.
P.S. 507-THE CONSTITUT ION: POLITICS AND COURTS
Foundations of American constitutionalism
and the politics of the Constitution: establishment of judicial review and its functions
through history; the evolution of Federal
power over interstate commerce and taxation: federalism. separation of powers. and
states right through history; courts and the
protection of individual rights - civil. political, and property.
P.S. 508-CONTEMPORARY EUROPEAN POLITICAL
MOVEMENTS
Party ideo lo gies. organization, parliamentary tactics. propaganda. campaigns. electoral geography, and soc ial composition:
party systems. individual parties. and pressure groups.
P.S. 509-CASE STUDIES IN LOCAL
GOVERNMENT AND
POLITICS
Structure and practice; revenues and expenditure~: public housing, health, and welfare: planning and zoning; educational-political relationships: topics se lected in accordance with student needs and interests.
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SOCIAL STUDIES

SOCIOLOGY

S.S. 401-POLITICAL BEHAVIOR AND
PUBLIC OPINION (g)

SOC. 401-JUVENILE

S.S. 502-WORKSHOP IN METHODS
A D t\fATERIALS IN THE
SOCIAL STUDIES
Consideration of unit, topic, discussion.
project. problem. and laboratory methods:
teaching aids such as film strips: pic!llres.
modeb. and library reference materials:
type, of evaluation .
S.S. 50-+-STUDIES IN NON-WESTERN
ClJLTL'RES: THE MIDDLE
EAST
An area study of characteri;tic cultural features of the countries: examples of interaction with Western world: cultural and social changes underway; examples of problems typical of the underdeveloped nations
in the world today.
S.S. 590-SPECIAL PROJECT
Research or investigation of a particular
problem. to be planned and carried out by
,tudent. with consulta tion and guidance
from instructor.
S.S. 690-PROJECT
A study undertaken by one or more individuals on a problem of special interest;
must be submitted in accep table form according to directions give n by the Graduate
Office.
S.S. 695-THESIS
An in di vidual investigation of an original
probTem to be sub mitted in typewritten
form according to directions given by the
Graduate Office.
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(g)

PROFESSIONAL STUDIES
DELINQUENCY

SOC. 403-CONTEMPORARY SOCIOLOGICAL THEORY (g)
SOC. 404-SOCIOLOGY OF RELIGION
(g)

SOC. 410-SE'-IINAR ON ALCOHOLJSr-..1

(g)

SOC. 501-CONTHIPORARY SOCIAL
PROBL HIS
Problem areas of American society; sources
of information; techniques for discovering
and analyzing social problems: analysis of
several major problems. selected in accordance with student needs and interests.
SOC. 503-SOCIOLOGY OF CRIME
Nature and extent of crime; causes, conditions and theories regarding crime: administration of justice; treatment of criminals:
crime prevention.
SOC. 505-POPULATION ANALYSIS
AND PROBLEMS
United Stat.es and world populations; quantity increase and decrease. distribution, mi gratio n. and compositio n of population:
bearing of these factors upon economic, political. and social problems and upon social
values, ac tion. and structure.
SOC. 506-MINORITY GROUPS IN
AMERICAN CULTURE
Major racial. nationality, and religiou s
minority groups in America treated from
the cultural, historical. and familial point
of view: current anthropological and psychological data on uniformities. differences,
prejudices, and discrimination.

Professional Studies includes the Divisions of Elementary Education. Secondary
Education, Exceptional Children Education and the Department of Education.
Detai ls concerning the programs and courses offered are provided under these
headings in this Catalogue.

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
REQUIRED PROFESSIONAL COURSES
(Select one course from Group A and one course from
Group B a nd one course from either A or B.)
Group A:
Ed.411,605 Evaluation Techniques in the Elementary School
Seminar in Early Childhood Education
Ed. 415
or
Ed. 527
Problems in Education Services for Young Children
Ed . 420, 620 Teaching the Language Arts in the Elementary School
or
Ed. 414, 614 The Teaching of R eading
The Elementary School Curriculum
Ed. 621
Ed. 418, 518 Work shop in Audio-Visual Education
Methods and Materials in the Elementary School
Ed. 419
Programmed Learning
Ed . 502

Group B:
Ed . 509
or
Ed. 519
Ed. 410, 606
Ed. 541
Ed. 556
Ed. 540
or
Ed. 529

Credit
Hours

9

Personality Adjustment in the Elementary School
Applied Mental Hygiene
Philosophy of Education
Social Foundation of Education
Group Dyn amics
Studies in Human Growth and Development
Adolescent Psychology
41

Ed. 523
Ed. 412

Principles and Practices of Guidance
Comparative Education

REQUIRED COURSES!.\' ARTS AND SCIE,VCES
Chosen bv advisement from Art. English. Geography,
Mathematics. Music. Philosophy. Science and Social
Studies
RESEARCH
Research .\fethods and Techniques
Ed. 595
( Required of all candidates)
(In addition. each candidate, after a conference with his
adviser. wi 11 select one of the following requirements.)
Ed . 60 l
Seminar in Elementary Education
Ed. 690
Project
Ed. 695
Masters Thesis
UNRESTRICTED ELECTIVES
Total requirements

ELEMENTARY PRINCIPALSHIP
Credit
Hours

A ND, OR SUPERVISION

12

5-9
2-3

Experienced teache rs dt'siring the elementary sc hoo l principars provisional certificate should complete the bachelor"s degree and six se mester hours in Ed . 603 and
604. Candidates for the permanent certificate mu st complete the bachelor's degree
and thirty hours in approved gra duate courses including. in addition to Ed . 603
and 60-L three to six hours in Ed. 607, 615. 621. or 552.

3
3
6
2-6
32

Experienced teachers desir ing the elementary sc hoo l supervisor's provisional
certificate should complete the bachelor's degree and six se mester hours in Ed. 630
and 631. Candidates for the permanent certificate mu st complete an additional
twenty-four se mester hours in approved graduate courses. six of which should be
in Ed. 621 and 65 I.
Credit
H o11rJ

REQUIRED PROFESSIO.V AL COURSES
Ed. 603
Organization of the Elem enta ry School
Ed. 604
Administration of the Elementary School
or
Ed. 630
Principles of Supervision
Ed. 631
Supervision of Teaching
Education Electives
REQUIRED COURSES IN ARTS AND SCIE.\'CES
Chose n by act\'lsement trom Art. English. Geography.
Mathematics, Music , Philosophy, Science. and Social
Studies.
RESEARCH
Ed. 595
Ed. 690
Ed. 695

Research Methods and Techniques
Project
Master·s Thesis
( Each_candidate. after conference with his adviser. may
select one of the above requirements.)

UNRESTRICTED ELECTIVES

Total requirements

12

3
3

3
3
6
8-10

2-6
2-3
4

6

4-10
32
43

SECONDARY EDUCATION

The State University College at Buffalo offers graduate study leading to the degree
of Master of Science in Secondary Education with majors in English , Mathematics,
Science, or Social Studies. Science areas include Biology, Physics, General Science,
C hemistry and Earth Science .

-

The student may take a major in mathematics and a minor in science, a
major in science and a minor in mathematics, or a major and minor in two areas in
science.
The student who completes the requirements for a Bachelor of Science degree in Secondary Education with a major and a minor in science or mathematics
receives provisional certification until he completes the additional thirty-two hours
for his master of science degree . The completion of the work provides permanent
certification ; however, the student may obtain permanent certification by completing thirty hours of prescribed graduate courses. This work must be completed within a period of five years after receiving the bachelor's degree.

/

THE TEACHING OF ENGLISH IN SECONDARY
(JUNIOR AND SENIOR HIGH) SCHOOL
PREREQUISITES

Undergraduate preparation including six hours in
Composition and Communication. and preparation in
writing, literary materials for adolescents. English
Literature, American Literature and World Literature,
speech, oral interpretation.
R EQUIRED COURSES
A course in English Literature to be chosen from:
504, 520, 52 I, 523; American Literature: 502, 503,
510, 518 , 522; General Literature: 506, 507, 508,
519, 533, 534, 535, 602; Language or Linguistics;
427, 600, 609.
RESEARCH
Required of all students who are candidates for the
master's degree. Each candidate, after conference with
his advise r, may select one of the following requirements.
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Credit
Hours

42

18

2-6

Ed. 595
Research Methods and Techniques
Eng. 690
Project
Eng. 695
Master's Thesis
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION
Ed. 545
Teaching Reading in the Secondary School
UNRESTRICTED ELECTIVES
Tora/ Requirements

2-3

4

6

3
3
8
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THE TEACHING OF MATHEMATICS IN SECONDARY
(JUNIOR AND SENIOR HIGH) SCHOOL
PREREQUISITES

Undergraduate preparation including a minimum of
24 hours in mathematics courses selected by advisement from the following: College Algebra; Trigonometry; Analytic Geometry and Calculus I, II, III, Introduction to Modern Algebra; Linear Algebra; Modern
Geometry I. II; Differential Equations; Probability and
Statistics r, II; Elementary Theory of Numbers; Advanced Calculus I and II; Numerical Analysis; Sets and
Logic; Introduction to Topology.
REQUIRED COURSES
18 semester hours required in graduate mathematics
courses selected by advisement.
RESEARCH
Required of all students who are candidates for the
master's degree. Each candidate. after conference with
his adviser, may select one of the following requirements:
Ed. 595
Research Methods and Techniques
Math. 690
Project
Math. 695
Master's Thesis
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION
Secondary Education Elective ( Student may elect a
course in mathematics in lieu of this requirement.)

Credir
H o urs

24

18

2-6

2-3
4
6
3

UN RESTRICTED~f":-LE"°:"'r...._T._(V;,.;E~
" S.:-_ _ _.._,;.;......;_...:.:,:~~~..:...;_---~8::"'"-----------:;T;;-:ora/ R equirements
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THE TEACHING OF SCIENCE IN SECONDARY
(JUNIOR AND SENIOR HIGH) SCHOOL
Credit

PREREQUISITES
Major Arca of Specialization_
.
. . •. •
. . ··
-r'licm1stry and Physics majors require . in _add1t1on ,
Differential and Integral Cakulus. Als? required, one
year in each of the other sciences and m mathematics.
Lot' · £QUIRED COURSES
.
. .
. .. · ·· .
'
18 semester hours arc required in graduate science
and mathematics courses selected by advisement.
RESEARCH:
Required of all students who are candidates for the
master·s degree. Each candidate, after a conference
with his adviser. may select one of the following requirements:
Ed. 595
Research Methods and Techniques
..... . .. .. .
Biol.. Ch., E.S .. Ph. or Sci. 690 Project
Biol.. Ch .. E.S.. Ph. or Sci. 695 Master's Thesis
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION
Secondary Education Elective (Student may elect a
course in science in lieu of this requirement.)
UNRESTRICTED ELECTIVES
Total requirements

{:.~ft,

~J-1
~
0/.'-

H o urs

48

I p

24

· .-~ •

18

2-3

4

6
3
8
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Credit

.
U ndergraduatc preparation including at least six
hours in ~United States History; six hours in European
History: and the Sj)..C.i.~! __Science core of at least 24 hours.
including a full year·s work in four of the following 6
areas: Anthropology. Economics, Geography, History
other than United States or European. Political Science,
Sociology.
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Required of all students who are candidates for the
master 's degree. Each candidate, after a conference with
his adviser, may select one of the following requirements.
Ed. 595
Research Methods and Techniques
S.S. 690
Project
S.S. 695
Master's Thesis
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION
Secondary Education Elective ( Student may elect a
course in Social Studies in lieu of this requirement.)
UNRESTRICTED ELECTIVES .

THE TEACHING OF SOCIAL STUDIES IN SECONDARY
(JUNIOR AND SENIOR HIGH) SCHOOL
PREREQUISITES

REQUIRED COURSES
S.S. 601-2
Integration of the Social Studies .
Social Studies Electives
RESEARCH:

42

Total requirements

Credi;
H ours

IS
6

12

2-3

4

6

3
8

32

EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN EDUCATION

MENTAL RETARDATION

REQUIRED COURSES
By advisement from the following:
Mental and Educational Measurements
* Ex.Ed. 403
*Ex.Ed. 404
Curriculum Practices for Children with Mental
Retardation
*Ex. Ed . 408
Creative Arts for Mentally Retarded
* Ex.Ed . 413
Nature and Needs of Exceptional Children
*Ex.Ed. 418
Practicum in Mental Retardation
Ex.Ed. 419
Teaching the Severely Retarded (Trainable)
Ex . Ed. 420
Speech Problems of Children
Ex.Ed . 508
Understanding the Problem Child in the Classroom
Ex.Ed. 509
The Gifted Child
Ex.Ed. 527
Guidance of Children who are Exceptional
Ex .Ed. 590
Special Project
REQUIRED COURSES IN ARTS AND SCIENCES
Chosen bv advisement from Art, English, Geography.
Mathematics, Music, Philosophy, Science and Social
Studies

12

12

*These courses meet New York State certification requirements . Studen1s seeking certifica1ion
should con~tlit with the Division Director before first registration.
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Credit

RESl:·A RC/I
Ed. 59 5
Ex.Ed . 690
Ex .Ed. 695

Ho1a ,

Research Methods and Techniques
Project
Master"s Thesis
( Each candidate . after conference with his adviser. may
select one of the above requirements .)

UNRESTRICTED ELECTIVES
Toto/ rcquiremen!S

2-6

2-3

4

6

2-6
32

PHYSICAL HANDICAP
Rl:.."QUIRED COURSES
By advisement from the following:
Mental and Educational Measurement
Ex.Ed. 403
*Ex.Ed. 413
Nature a nd Needs of Exceptional Children
*Ex.Ed. 417
Curriculum Practices for Children with Orthopedic
Hanciicap
Ex.Ed . 420
Speech Problems of Children
*Ex.Ed. 421
Practicum in Teaching Children with Orthopedic
Handicap
Ex.Ed. 508
Understanding the Problem Child in the Classroom
Ex.Ed. 509
The Gifted Child
*Ex.Ed. 527
Guidance of Children Who Are Exceptional
Ex.Ed. 590
Special Project

12

REQUIRED COURSES IN ARTS AND SCIENCES
Chosen by advisement from Art. English, Geography,
Mathematics, Music, Philosophy, Science and Social
Studies .
RESEARCH
Ed. 595
Research Methods and Techniques
Ex.Ed. 690
Project
Ex.Ed. 695
Master's Thesis
( Each candidate, after conference with his adviser,
may select one of the above requirements.)

12

UNRF:STRICTED ELECTIVES
Total requirements

Credit

REQUIRED COURSES
By advisement from the following:
Audiometry and Hearing Aids
Ex.Ed. 412
Nature and Needs of Exceptional children
Ex .Ed. 413
Speech
415
Reading and Auditory Training
Ex.Ed.
416
Seminar
in Stuttering
Ex.Ed.
Ex .Ed. 506
Workshop in Education of Children with Hearing Impairment
Ex .Ed. 609
Advanced Seminar in Voice and Articulation Disorders
Ex.Ed. 6 I 2
Neuropathologies of Speech
Ex.Ed. 616
Advanced Clinic in Speech and Hearing Disorders
Ex.Ed. 617
Seminar in Cleft Palate
Ex .Ed . 590
Special Project
REQUIRED COURSES IN ARTS AND SCIENCES
Chose!!..b_y__ adviseme ntJlom Art, English, Geography,
Mathematics, Music, Philosophy, Science and Social
Studies.
RESEARCH
Research Methods and Techniques
Ed . 595
Project
Ex.Ed . 690
Master's Thesis
Ex .Ed. 695

Hour.I'

12

12

2-6
2-3

4
6

( Each candidate, after conference with his adviser, may se lect one of the above re qui re men ts.)

2-6
32

UNRESTRICTED ELECTIVES
Total requiremencs

EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN EDUCATION
2-6
2-3
4
6

2-6
32

*These courses meet New York Stale certification requirements . Students seeking certification
should consult with the Division Director hefore first registration.
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SPEECH PATHOLOGY AND AUDIOLOGY

EX .ED. 403-MENT AL AND EDUCATIONAL MEASUREMENT
(g)

EX.ED. 404-CURRICULUM PRACTICES FOR CHILDREN
WITH MENTAL RETARDATION (g)
EX.ED. 408-CREATIVE ARTS FOR
MENTALLY RETARDED
(g)

EX.ED. 412-AUDIOMETRY AND
HEARING AIDS (g)

EX.ED. 413-NATURE AND NEEDS OF
EXCEPTIONAL
CHILDREN (g)
EX.ED . 414-TNTRODUCTTON TO
AUDIOLOGY (g)
EX.ED . 415--SPEEC H REA DING AND
AUDITORY TRAINING
(g)

EX.ED. 416-SEMINAR TN STUTTERING ( g)
EX.ED. 417-CURRICULUM PRACTICES FOR CHILDREN
WITH ORTHOPEDIC
HANDICAP ( g)
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EX.ED. 418-PRACTICUM IN MENTAL
RETARDATION ( g)
EX.ED. 419-TEACHING THE
SEVERELY RETARDED
(TRAINABLE) (g)
EX.ED. 420-SPEECH PROBLEMS OF
CHILDREN (g)
EX.ED. 421-PRACTICUM IN TEACHING C HILDR EN WITH
ORTHOPEDIC HANDICAP lg)
EX.ED. 506-WORKS HOP IN EDUCATION OF CH ILDRE N
WITH HEARING IMPAIRMENT
Practicum work under supervision with
class of children having varying degrees of
hearing impairment: from moderate to profound loss. Observation and participation:
experimentation in techniques and materials.
EX.ED. 508-UNDERSTANDING THE
PROBLE~1 C HILD IN THE
CLASSROOM
Personal and social factors as related to the
problem child: case study of an individual
pupil and group discussion of report. Enrollment limited to fifteen. Open to graduate students in any division.
EX.ED. 509-THE GIFTED CHILD
Study of the nature and needs of children
who are gifted; examination of such provisions as acceleration. partial-segregation.
enrichment. special classes: cri teria for identifying; implications for classroom teacher.
EX.ED. 527-GUIDANCE OF CHILDREN WHO ARE
EXCEPTIONAL
Education, social and vocational guidance
of children who are exceptiona l because
of intelligence, physical development, behavior. speech and hearing.
EX.ED. 590-SPECIAL PROJECT
Research or investigation of a particular
problem to be planned and carried out by
,tudent, with consultation and guidance
from instructor.
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EX.ED. 604-WORKSHOP IN CURRICULUl\l FOR CEREBRAL
PALSIED CHILDREN
Structured to encouraQe formulation of
realistic curriculum for -slow-learning cerebral palsied children in the elementary
school grade range. Participants will be required to originate curricular proposals.
working under guidance provided by workshop specialists. Prerequisite: EX.ED. 407
or equivalent.
EX.ED. 609-ADVANCED SEMINAR
IN VOICE AND ARTICULATION PROBLEMS
Etiology and treatment of more severe voice
and articulation problems. Cleft palate and
esophageal speech. Investigation of current
re search. Prerequisite: EX.ED. 405.
EX.ED. 612-NEUROPATHOLOGIES
OF SPEECH
Neuropathologies of speech etiology and
clinical treatment of cerebral paby. dysarthria. aphasia, and aphasoid speech problems. Prerequisite: EX.ED. 405.
EX.ED. 616.

ADVANCED CLIN IC IN
SPEECH AND HEARING
DISORDERS
Experience in the clin ical diagnosis of
speech problems and in the application of
therapeutic procedure, to severe speech
problems. Prerequisite: EX.ED. 405.
EX.ED. 617-SEI\IINAR IN CLEFT
PALATE
Study of multiple problems and clinical
management of cleft palate persons, emphasis on diagnostic and therapeutic methods: consideratio n of et iologic. embryo logic.
morphologic. psychologic, and cra ni ofacia l
~rowth factors.
EX.ED. 690-PROJECT
A study undertaken by one or more indi\·iduals on a problem of special interest:
must be submitted in acceptable form according to directions given hy the Graduate
Office .
EX.ED. 695-THESIS
An individual investigation of an origina l
problem to be submitted in typewritten
form according to directions given by the
Graduate Office.

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
ED. 400-ELEMENTARY STATISTICS
(g)

ED. 403-HISTORICAL AND· PHILOSOPHICAL FORCES INFLUENCING SECONDARY
EDUCATION (g)
ED. 410-PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION (g)
ED. 411-EVALUATION IN THE
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL (g)
ED. 412-COMPARATIVE EDUCATION
(g)

ED. 414-THE TEACHING OF READING lg)
ED. 415-SEMINAR IN EARLY CH ILDHOOD EDUCATIO N (g)
ED. 418-AUDIO-VISUAL EDUCATION (g)
ED. 419-METHODS AND MATERIALS
IN THE ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL (g)
ED. 420-TEACHING THE LANGUAGE ARTS IN THE
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL (g)
E-D. 423-COMPARATIVE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS: WESTERN EUROPE (g)
ED. 424-PEOPLE & INSTITUTIONS
IN INDIA (gl
ED. 425-THE FAMILY AND THE
ELEI\IENTARY SCHOOL lg)
ED . 427-COMMUNITY SERVICES
FOR YOUNG CHILDREN (g)
ED. -135-ADVANCED STATISTICS:
INFERENCE AND PREDICTION (g)
ED . 502-PRACTICUM TN PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION
The use of teaching machines and programmed instruction. programming techniques
and means of evaluating programs. Laboratory experiences.
ED. 503-EDUCATIONAL
PSYCHOLOGY
Study of various theori es of learning: history of educational psychology: measure ments of learning: variables and their interpret allon: application of learning theory
to the teaching ,itua tion .

ED. 504-THE COMMUN ITY JUNIOR
COLLEGE
Purposes. functions. and characteristics of
the Communit~ Junior College: historical
and philosophical backgrounds: current issues in higher education: the improvement
of instruction; administration and organization: student personnel services: school and
community relations: related resea rch.
ED. 508-SUPERV ISION OF STUDENT
TEACHING
Clarifying responsibilities of sponsor teachers: planning effective conferences with students: developing ways of helping students
evaluate their own growth: keeping diversified records: clarifying long and short term
planning: helping stude nt s plan learning experiences.
ED. 509-PERSONALITY ADJUSTMENT IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Dynamics of human behavior: prevention
of maladjustment; corrective programs:
formation of habits and attitudes: recent
clinical research.
ED. 510-H ISTORICAL FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCATION
Evolution of educationa l theories. ac tivi ties. prog,ams. a nd institutions: religious.
political, social, and cultural effects on
schooling: men and movement, that have
affected American education: role of the
school in the development of Western
Civilization.
ED. 512-EDUCATION IN THE
U.SS.R.
Anal)'tical study of cJucational pattern, in
the U.S.S.R.: organizational structure: governmental involvement in policy deci,ions:
philosophical beliefs underlying educational
decisions: psychological theories underlying
educational practices; compari,on of education al programs in open and closed societies. Prerequi,itc: ED. 410. or ED. 412 .
or equivale nt.
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' I
ED. 515-LABORATORY EXPERIENCES
IN THE STUDY OF YOUNG
CHILDREN
Observing children in various learning situation,; joint teacher-student planning of
learnin g situation: review of teaching media
for young children: emphasis on stimulating
intellectual curiosity through discovery;
recording, interpreting and reporting childhood behavior.

ED. 518-SELECTED
AUDIO-VISUAL
TOPICS
Topics of common concern explored in
depth; individual investigation of a specific
problem; recent developments in the field
of instructional media. Prerequisite : ED.
418 or equivalent.
ED. 519-APPLIED MENTAL HYGIENE
Principles of mental hygiene and their application to personality development, emotional
and social adju,tment, and human relationships; application of mental hygiene principles to processes of teaching, pupil learning. classroom management, and conduct
of the teacher in lay and professional relationships.

organizing learning materials; audio-visual
aids to learning; utilizing school, civic, and
community resources ; status and practice of
the core-curriculum; nature and purposes
of resource units; evaluating pupil grow th .
Required of students extending certification
to teaching in early seco ndar y schoo ls.

ED. 528-HUMAN RELATIONS
Inter- group problems relating to race, religion, or national origin; slow and rarid
learners ; old and new residents; "fringers"
and participants; competitive practices in
school: dividing a nd integrating factors
affecting learning .

ED . 537-EVALUATION IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOL

ED. 529-ADOLESCENT PSYCHOLOGY

Relat ions hip of evaluation to instructio nal
objectives; se lectin g, administering, scoring.
recordi ng and interpreting standardi zed and
teacher-made instruments for evaluating
men tal abilities. educational ac h ieveme nt s.
persona lity characteristics, interests and aptitudes; diagno,is. guidance coun~cling and
improvin g instruction; organizing programs
to provide for indi vidual differences: modern
practices in recording pupil progress: ,tatistical concepts and methods of co llectin g.
tabulating, and interpreting data .

Characteristics and problems of adolescents
in our society; relationship of adolescent
behavior to earlier development ; special
provi,ions of the early secondary school for
this age group. Prerequisite: six semester
hours in Hum a n Growth and Development
or its equivalent.

ED. 532-SECONDARY
UCATION

SCHOOL

ED-

L__ -

Ori gin and functions of secondary education;
curriculum patterns; guidance and exploratory programs; articulation between elementary school and senior high school;
extra-curricular activities; evaluation in the
secondary school: research methods in solving problems listed above and others suggested by students.
----.

ED. 523-PRINCIPLES
AND
PR
\ AED.
C535
- -METHODS
OF TEACHING
TICES OF GUIDANCE
SECO DARY SCHOOL SCIThe philosophy of guidance, its place in
ENCE
prese nt education : identifying interests, and ,
Objectives
of
science teaching; methods of
attitudes, and understanding problems of '1
reaching those objectives; evaluation of the
the age group and individuals; techniques \
results of science teaching. Not for students
of counseling and methods of investigation;
who have credit for ED. 318, ED. 328, or
the role of the teacher, specialist and adequivalent. Otherwise required for persons
ministrator in guidance; school, home, comwho wish to be certified to teach sciences .
munity resources in a guidance program.
Lectures, discussions , and role experience.

ED. 539-WORKSHOP IN TEACHING
SPANISH IN THE ELEMENTARY GRADES
Spani,h conversation; Spanish civilization;
ob,crvation and participation in a Spanish
demon st ration cla,s in the Campus School;
evaluation of text materials and other teachin g aids.
ED. 540-STUDIES IN HUMAN
GROWTH AND
DEVELOPMENT
Researc h in child and adolescent growth:
changing concepts in ment a l, emotional.
soc ial. and personality growth; planning,
executing an d evaluating "action research."
\

---:i

ED. 527-PROBLEMS IN EDUCATION- - : - - ~ N D A R Y SCHOOL PROBAL SERVICES FOR YOUNG
CHILDREN
LEMS AND METHODS
Current social and economic trends affecting
the lives of young children; curric11lum contributions for developing individual and
group living; educational problems confronting teachers in this specialized field.
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Objectives of secondary school education;
basic principles of learning and motivation;
curriculum concepts: organizing learning experiences; providing for individual differences; teacher-pupil planning; selecting and

ED. 5-ll-SOCIAL FOUNDATIONS OF
EDUCATION
Relationships of school to ;ociety; contemporary soc ial problems affecting education,
socia l groups and institutions; ,chool and
community relations; nations; national, state
and community organizations affecting educational progra ms and the development of
socia l understandings in pupils .

ED. 542-SEMINAR IN SECONDARY
SCHOOL CURRICULUM
Curricular and extra-curricular programs
related to social. economic, and community
changes; relation,hi p of principles and procedures of curriculum development to educational objectives; relationship of extra-curricular activities to curriculum areas: adaptation of the curriculum to adolescent abi lities. needs. and interests; various palterns
of curriculum development; financing. orga nizin g. scheduling. and ,upe rvi,in g extracurricular ac ti vities; bases for determining
extent a nd type of student participati on in
school management.

ED. 545-TEACH I'.\/G
READING
IN
THE SECONDARY SCHOOL
Need of reading instruction in secondary
school: nature of reading process; types of
re ading programs; reading instruction; planning an effective Secondary Readin g Propam.

ED. 547-CORE PROGRAMS IN THE
EARLY SECONDARY SCHOOL
Nature of block-of-time and core programs.
teacher-pupil planning, preparation of resource unit s, guidance and evaluation procedures.

ED. 548-WORKSHOP TN TEACHING
FRENCH I'.\/ THE ELDIENTARY GRADES
French conversation: observation and participation in a French demonstration class in
the Campus School; evaluation of text materials and other teaching ai ds.

ED. 552-LEGAL PROBLEMS OF EDUCATION
Foundations of Public School Law: leeal
problems ari sing out of the operation of the
public school system: New York State Education Law; selected cases from state and
federal courts; common law principle,.
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ED. 556-GROUP DYNAMICS IN EDUCATION
Theory and practice of group procedures
in the school: development of understandings, skills and attitudes conducive to successful group leadership and participation:
group study and evaluation: the school group
in its sociological. psychological and philosophical setting. Laboratory experience.
ED. 557-TEACHI G
MATHEMATICS
IN T H E J U
IO R H IG H
SCHOOL
Methods and materials relating to selected
topics in the field of early secondary mathematics: analysis and evaluation of research
and experimental materials: individual study
of a problem and written report of findings:
committee study and reports on problems.

,. .-

I

ED. 590-SPECIAL PROJECT
Research or investigation of a particular
problem, to be planned and carried out by
student. with consultation and guidance from
in~t ructor.

ED. 595-RESEARCH METHODS AND
TECHNIQUES
The scientific method. including various
methods of research: an analysis of different
types of research studies: procedures in developing a research paper: elementary statistical terminology: collecting. classifying.
and evaluating data. Required of candidates
for master of science degree not writing a
thesis or completing a research project.

ED. 601-SEMINAR IN ELEMENTARY
EDUCATION
The use of scientific educational research
methods in studying problems in Elementary
Education; the selection and discussion of
current educational problems; the selection
and development of a significant problem
in student's area of interest anrl submission
of a research paper. Required of Elementary
Education candidates for the master of
science degree . Prerequisite: ED. 595 .
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ED. 603-0RGANIZATION OF THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Major concepts in Elementary Education:
administration of the elementary school: the
curriculum: grouping of students; the school
plant: trends in school building design: cocurricular activities: pupil safety measures.
Required for principal's provisional and
permanent certification. Prerequisites: Elementary Provisional or Permanent Certification and two years of successful elementary
school experience.

ED. 604-ADMINISTRATION OF THE
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
New York State educational system: legal
aspects: school board. educational finance:
responsibilities of the principal: business
management. school plant management;
plant maintenance: pupil transportation:
pupil accounting: pupil counseling: teacher
recruitment. selection, employment, assignment, orientation, evaluation. tenure and
dismissal. Required for principal's provisional and permanent certification. Prerequisites:
Elementary Provisional or Permanent Certification and two years of successful elementary school experience.

ED. 605-EVALUATION IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Evaluating growth of pupils; evaluation related to teaching objectives: informal, objective. and essay type tests; selection, administration and scoring of measuring instruments: study and use of different kinds of
evaluation procedures; statistical methods
in handling and interpreting data. Prerequisite: ED. 411.

ED. 606-PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION
Principles underlying educational practices;
changing concepts ot education: education
in a democratic society; teaching procedures
as determined by a democratic concept or
education. Prerequisite: ED. 410.

ED 607-GENERAL SCHOOL ADMININSTRATION
Principles of school administration: historical
beginnings: national. state, and local responsibilities for education: district: township, and county administrative units: boards
of education: school services: health. supervision. research. library, and attendance:
teacheT selection. salary, tenure. in-service
education: school building programs . Prerequisities: ED . 603 , 604 .

ED. 614-THE TEACHING OF READING
Importance of reading in present day society.
research in child development and learning
and its implication in the teaching of reading: trends in the teaching of reading; developmental levels of reading; reading in
the content areas: methods and material,:
evaluation and guidance of pupil growth in
reading. Prerequisite: ED. 414.

ED. 621-THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
CURRICULUM
Review of child nature, learning processes.
purposes of the elementary school: conflicting philosophies and principles of curriculum development: types of curriculum organization: transitional steps: methods and
materials: creative activities: mental health:
community resources; individual differences.

ED. 630-PRINCIPLES OF SUPERVISION
Historical developments and changing concepts of supervision: principles of effective
supervisory programs: types of administrative organization; maintaining staff morale. Prerequisites: Elementary Provisional or
Permanent Certification and two years of
successful elementary school experience.

ED. 615-WORKSHOP
IN
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
AD~II ISTRATION
Selection. induction and guidance of new
teachers: development of school-community
relations: curriculum improvement; adjustment of school facilities to increasing enrollmen1s: in-service education of staff personnel: elementary school problems suggested
by the group. Prerequisites: ED. 603, 604.

ED. 631-SUPERVISION OF TEACHING
Principles of supervision: classroom observation: evaluating teaching: effect of teachers' purposes and research on choice of
subject mailer and teaching procedures:
teacher-pupil relationships; group and individual conferences; induction of new teachers: intervisitation: demonstration teaching;
teachers' meetings; bulletins; workshops:
evaluation of program. Prerequisites: ED.
630: Elementary Provisional or Permanent
Certification and two years of successful elementary school experience.

ED. 620-T EACH ING THE LANGUAGE ARTS IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Fac1ors that influence language growth: interrelationship of the language arts skills of
spelling, reading, speaking, writing, handwriting, listening; factors affecting creative
writing. creative dramatics. choral speaking.
and leisure reauing; recent research in the
areas of the language ans; developmental
language arts program. Prerequi~ ite: ED.
420.

ED. 651-PROBLEMS IN ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL SUPERVISION
Advanced study of special problems of
supervision; the roles of the teacher and
supervisor in the total school program;
human relations; group dynamics; creative
teaching; in-service education; teacher selection and evaluation; self-evaluation by teachers; educational leadership; role of ,pecial
teachers. Required for permanent certificate
in Elemt:ntary School supervision. Prerequisites: ED. 630, 631.
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ED. 690-PROJECT

A study undertaken by one or more individuals o n a problem of special interest:
must be submitted in acceptable form according to directions given by the Graduate
Office.

ED. 695-THES IS
An individual investigation of a n original
problem to be submitted in typewritten form
according to directions given by the Graduate Otlice.

APPLIED SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Applied Science and T ec hno logy includes the divisions of H ome Economics Education , Industri a l Arts Education a nd Vocational Technical Education. The
program s and courses offered by each division are described under the di visional
headings .

HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION
TECH N ICAL
Clothing-Textiles
Equipment
Family Finance .
Family Life
F oods-Nutrition
H o usi ng
M anagem ent
PROFESSIONAL
H .Ec. 600
Seminar in Home Economics Education (Required)
Evaluation
Trends in Teaching Home Economics
Homemaking Education for Adults
Curriculum Pl anning in Home Economics
REQUIRED COURSES IN ARTS AND SCIENCES
Chosen by advisement from Art, Engli sh , Geograph y,
Mathematics, Music. Philosophy . Science and Social
Studies.
RESEARCH
Ed. 595
Re search Method s and Techniques
H.Ec. 690
Project
H.Ec. 695
Master·s Thesis
(Each candidate, after conference with his adviser, may
select one of the above requirements. )
UNRESTRICTED ELECTIVES

Total requirements
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Credit
H ours

10-1 2

2-6

8-12

2-6
2-3
4
6

0-6
32
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HOME ECONOMICS
H .Ec. -102-HOME \fANAGHIENT (g)
H .Ec. -109-HlJMA
DEYELOP\1ENT
AND FA"'IILY RELATIONS
-THE INDIVIDUAL AND
FA~IIL Y IN SOCIETY AND
CULTURE (g)
H.Ec. -120-HOlJSING AND THE
COMl\1l.JNITY (g)
H.Ec. -125-ADYANCED CLOTHING (g)
H .Ec. 426-FOOD DHIONSTRATION
AND MEALS FOR LARGF.R
THAN FAMILY GROUPS
(g)

H.F.c. -127-DRAPING AND FLAT
PATTFRN DESIGN (g)
H .F.c. -l2H-MEAL ~IANAGEMENT (g)
H.Ec. -!29-HOME ECO O\11CS AND
INTERNATIONAL
EDUCATION (g)
H .Fc. 430-ISSUES OF THE MODERN
AMERICAN FAMILY (g)
H.Ec. 502-PERSONALITY
DEVELOP\IENT IN THE
FA 1IL Y
A ~tud) of personality development in contemporary American family life. Emphasis
on the familv as an important factor in
shaping the g~owth and adjustment of children. adolescents and adults. Recent research on child development in the familv
is considered. Designed for teachers who
wish a greater understanding of their students and them ~elves.
H .EC. 503-FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS
The family viewed longitudinally; developmental tasks of family members at each
- ,rage of the family life cycle: research on
marri aue success and family crisis attitudes:
values.- and standards regarding family living.
H .EC. 509-TEXTILES
A studv of the newer developments in the
field of textiles with parti r. ular emphasis on
information for the consumer with regard
to the selection. utilization and care of
modern textile~.
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H.EC. 510-HOUSING AND HOl\1E
FURNISHINGS
Problems related to housing and home
furni~hings: planning and construction: field
trirs.
H .EC. 516-FAMILY CLOT HING
Purcha se. selection. care. and construction
of clothing for the family: management of
time and money as they relate to clothing
problems: trips. ~peakers. discu ssions. demonstrations, and work on problems for which
the individual feels a definite need.
H .EC. 519-HOME MANAGEMENT
Consideration of problem s of the family in
relation to the management of the home:
speakers and con ultants ; home managemen t
hou e will se rve as the laboratory.
H.EC. 520-FAMILY
FINANCIAL
PLANNING
Consideration of family financial problems :
alternate choices in the light of family
goals and values: examination and evaluation of available materials for use in teach ing.
HEC. 523. FIELD EXPERIENCES IN
HOME ECONOMICS
Study of the functions of home experiences.
criteria for evaluating directed home experiences. relationship of homemaking teacher, parents and pupils: community relationships; guidance and evaluation. Prerequisite:
The student must be a teacher and must have
taul!ht at least one of the cour,es in the
basic sequence. Homemaking I , 2. 3 ( preferably Homemaking 3) the year prior or
be a newly hired teacher who is to teach at
least one course in the basic sequence the
following year.
H.EC. 590-SPECIAL PROBLEM
Investigation of a particular problem to be
planned and carried out by student, with
consultation and guidance of ( 1) an instructor and / or instructors approved by
Home Economics Graduate Committee: (2)
a member of the Home Economics Graduate Committee .

H.EC. 600-SEMINAR IN HOME ECONOM !CS EDUCATION
Recent research and problems in the field
of Home Economics Education: special
problems selected by individual stu dents
from the area of H ome Economics Education .
H.EC: 601-TRENDS
IN
TEACHING
HOME ECONOMICS
Problems in teaching of Home Economics
based upon individual needs and interests
of workshop participants . Indi vidua l conferences : group discussio n: joint activities.
Prerequisite: one year of teachin g experience.
H .EC . 604-ADVANCED FOODS
Recent researc h developm ents in foods and
nutrition; problems in teaching foods and
nutrition to elementary and high school
groups: problems related to the individual \
teaching si tuation .
H.EC. 606-ADVANCED HOME MAN-

AGEMENT

Newer developments in the field of management in the home: problems met in teaching
management in seco ndary a nd adult classes:
individual work on problems in accordance
with student needs.
H.EC . 607-EVALUATlON IN HOME
ECONOMICS EDUCATION
Techn iques and in struments for identifying
and appraising progress toward goals in
home economics: methods of teaching appropriate to the achievements of these objectives; individual work on problems of
evaluation encountered in teaching.

ary school level. Prerequisite or concomitant: A functional course in family relationships ~uch as H.EC. 503, Family Relation ships.
H .EC. 612-HOUSEHOLD EQUIPME T
Survey and evaluation of developments in
large and small equipment used in homes
and schools: field trips. laboratory and
demon,trations.
H.EC. 615-HOMEMAKING EDUCATlON FOR ADULTS
A study of recent developments in homemaking education for adults. Discussio n of
problems which arise in adapting facilities.
resources and in the organization of such
grour,.
H.EC. 617-RECENT TRENDS IN
CLOTHING
Interpretation, use and evaluation of present
trends in the teachin g of clothing construction: emphasis on recent techniques and the
importance of time and energy management.
equipment which can si mplify various con-;tn1ction rrocesses.
H .EC. 621-CURRICULUM PLANNING
IN HOME ECO Ot>IICS
Offers an opportunity to study the planning
of junior-senior high school homemaking
curriculum; study of special needs of youth
in this age level.

H.EC. 608-ADVANCED CLOTHING
Pattern making and dress design with particular reference to alteration problems met
in clothing classes ; garments made in class.

H .EC. 690-RESEARCH STUDY
An undertaking engaged in by one or mon:
students related to the area of special interest. The study must be planned co-operatively and approved by a member of th~
Home Economics Graduate Committee.

H .EC . 611-RESOURCES FOR TEACHING FAMILY RELATIONS
Role playing. panels. types of discussion.
appropriate use of films. etc.: collection,
critical evaluation. and use of materials for
teaching family relation ships at the second-

H.E.C. 695-THESIS
An individual investigation of an original
rroblem to be submitted in typewritten
form according to directions given by the
Graduate Office.
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INDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION
COURSES IN TECHNICAL AND RELATED FIELDS
Professional Education:
Seminar in Industrial Arts
I.A. 601
Industrial Arts Curriculum
I.A. 628
Master Study
I.A. 690
Technical Education:
Chosen by advisement from the following: I.A. 508.
512,513,613.615, 617,618.619. 621,627.629, 630.
631. Art 610
Professional and T echnical Electives:
Chosen by advisement from Education. Psychology.
Industrial Arts
REQ UIRED COURSES IN ARTS AND SCIENCES
Chosen by advisement from Art. English. Geography.
Mathem atics. Music. Philosophy, Science. Social Studies
Total requirements

Credit
Hours

8-10

2-3
2-3

4

8

6-8

8-10

32

INDUSTRIAL ARTS
I.A. 402-GRAPHTC REPRODUCTION
PROCESSES (g)
I.A. 403-PLASTICS TECHNOLOGY (g)
I.A . 406-PRODUCTION AND RESEARCH IN THE FOREST
PRODUCTS INDUSTRIES (g)
I.A. 407-ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING (g)
I.A . 409-ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTATION (g)
I.A . 417-DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY
(g)

I.A. 418-RESEARCH AND EXPERIMENTATION IN METAL
TECHNOLOGY (g)
I.A. 419-ELECTRONICS FREQUENCY
MODULATION (g)
I.A. 423-THE INDUSTRIAL ARTS
CONSULTANT IN THE
ELHIENTARY SCHOOL
(g)
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I.A. 427-GRAPHTC SOLUTIONS (g)
I.A. 502-FIELD STUDIES RELATED
TO INDUSTRIAL ARTS
EDUCATION
Individual and gro up studies of indu strial
activities in the Niagara Frontier; the woodworkin g and fabrication trades: metal industries: plastic and fibre products: graphic
arts: electrical. ceramic, airplane and automotive manufacture ; conferences with representatives of industry and labor organizations.
I.A. 508-WELDING
An intensive course for students interested
in the improvement of technical ski lls in
weldin g, using the latest equipment and
knowledge. Use of both gas and electric
welding equipment required. Study of the
latest research into welding applications in
industry will be made.

I.A. 512-TEXTILE TECHNOLOGY
Materials. processes. and products involved
in the Textile Industry; fabric costing and
economic basis of the indmtry : testing as
related to the indu,try and con~umer demands, development of teaching materials
to improve classroo m presentation and
course content.
I.A . 513-CERAMICS
The Industrial Arts ceramics program: basic
forming techniques: advanced processes of
production in throwing and casting: decoration: firing and ki ln construction: body and
glaze composition; design of ceramic products.
I.A . 523-INDUSTRIAL ARTS IN THE
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Opportunities for classroom teachers to promote and develop idea~ for their own situa tion s; planning, organizing and constructing
activities for the element ary school: use of
a variety of materials. development of TA
in the elementary school and the changing
industrial and technological process and
the ir effect upon societ y.

I.A. 590-SPECIAL PROJECT
Re sea rch o r investigation of a particular
problem. to be planned and carrie d out by
student. with consultation and guidance
from instructor.
I.A. 601-SEMINAR IN INDUSTRIAL
ARTS
Di scussion. research . reports on individual
and group problems in Industrial Arts education. Required of Industrial Arts student s
re gistered for the de gree of Master of
Science.
I.A. 606-SUPERVISION OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS
Problems and techniques concerning administration and supervision of elementary.
secondary, and adult programs in industrial
ans education at the federal , sta te. and local levels.

I.A. 607-SCHOOL SHOP PLA NI:-S:G
Problems involved in planning new industrial arts facilities or the remodeling of existing laboratories: concepts in relation,hip of
objectives to facilities. space allocation. area
development and organization. ,crvice requirements. criteria for selection and placement of equipment. analyzing available
equipment and writing specifkations. actual
experience in evaluating an existing Jndmrr;aI Arts laboratory and in proposing impro vements.
I.A 609-HJSTORY OF INDUSTRIAL
ARTS
European antecedents: attempts to introduce
technical instruction into American education: Russian Manual Training: Swedi,h
Sloyd System of instruction: the Arts and
Crafts l\lovement: the Manual Art, movement: growth of the vocational concept in
America : Industrial Arts as pre-, ocational
training: the social-economic concept for
Industrial Arts ; Industrial Arts as the studv
of industry: Industria l Arts as the study o·f
technology.
I.A. 612- PLASTICS IN THE BUILDING
AND AERONAUTICAL
IND USTR IES
Study of polymer materials u,c:d in the field
of home construction and ae ron autical indu st ry; machining, forming and testing of
materials: materials and equipment selection
for organizing in high school plastics course:
research techniques applicable to the field
of thermosets. Prerequisite: I.A . 303 or
I.A. 404 or equivalent background in plastics technology.
I.A . 613-CERAMIC TECHNOLOGY
A det ai led inves tigation of indu,trial ceramics with emphasis on recent dc:vc:lopment,:
evaluation of materials for product appl ication and laboratory application; empha,i,
on industrial processes and product evaluation .
I.A. 615-POWER TECHNOLOGY
Principles of operation, design . function of
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power systems employing various types of
engines: mechani,ms involved in the development. tran,mission and control of
power with emphasis on dynamic analy,is
of ,pecific units and their application.
I.A. 617-ELECTRONTCS
Electronics in the junior and senior high
school Industrial Arts program: advanced
electronic theory and practice in communication,: development of instructional materials. demonstration equipment. projects.
and visual aids.

I.A. 6 I 8-ELECTRONTCS
Advanced study in circuit analysis of instrumenh: familiarization with electronic
in,truments. their operation. and app li cation.
I.A . 619-NEW TECHNIQUES AND
MATERTALS IN WOODWORKING
Consideration given to design. application.
and use of power equipment: preparation
and treatment of wood: exploration of adhesives. abrasives. and finishes: experiences
in lamination and patternmaking: introduction to house construction: applicatio n of
new techniques and materials in wood to
our culture.
I.A. 620-THE FOREST PRODUCTS
INDUSTRY
Processes and procedures involved in the
derivation of chemicals. so lve nts, human
consumption goods and other by-products
from the tree: research and experimentation
to interpret industrial processes: application
of bending, laminatin g, veneering, inlaying
and productio n techniques: development of
teaching materials to improve classroom
presentations.
I.A . 621-NEW METHODS AND TECHNIQUES IN MET AL
TECHNOLOGY
Primarily a research sem inar involving investigation of recent and current experimental developments in metalworking knowledge: securing of data from primary sources,
abstracts, and actual contact with the de-
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veioping laboratories or industrie,: laboratory facilities available for oricinai development or expaimentation on- part of
the student.
I.A. 623-T DUSTRTAL ARTS FOR THE
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Understanding the role of the industrial
arts consultant: gain increased proficiency
in teaching children to work with tools and
materials: child nature and growth. hi,
potency of experience: understanding the
relationships of industrial arts to the elementary school: develop the ability to administer a program of elementary industrial
arts.

tices: eva lu ation of pupil progress in technical drawing.
I.A 630-GRAPHIC ARTS
Updating content and methodology of graphic
arts education as an area of industrial arts:
activities and presentations emphasizing innovations brought about by recent developments in industry: instruction in techniques
of copy preparation for reproduction. general. technical and graphic art, photography .

current methods of stripping and platemaking. principles of offset lithographic
presswork for junior and senior high industrial arts.

I.A. 690- 1ASTER'S STUDY
A study undertaken by one or more individuals on a problem of ~pecial intere,t:
mu,t he submitted in acceptable form according to directions given by the Graduate
Office.

I.A. 624-EV ALU ATION IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS
General principles of evaluation: construction a nd use of objective tests, informal devices and techniques of evaluation applicable to Indu stria l Arts: selection, construction. and use of app ropriate instruments of
evaluation: observation, rating scales. anecdotal reco rds. personnel systems, and the
Indu stria l Arts project; interpreting. rec ording a nd using the results of evaluation for
the improvement of instruction.
I.A. 627-TELEYISION TECHNOLOGY
Circuit analysis of television; use of specialized laboratory equipment.
I.A. 628-CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT IN INDUSTRIAL
ARTS
Philosophica l foundation of Indu strial Arts:
current social, economic, and technological
conditions; curriculum patterns and -curriculum controls; course of study construction ; approaches to teaching; programs.
structure and evaluation.
I.A . 629-DRAFTING-PROBLEMS
AND TECHNIQUES
Technical proficiency in specific areas of
drafting; the program of drafting in the
junior and senior high schools; gove rnmental and industrial drafting standard:
conventional and simplified draftin g prac-

VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL EDUCATION
COURSES IN AREA OF SPECIALIZATION AND RELATED FIELDS
Credit

Area of Specialization Education
Required : V.T. 601. 602. and in addition a minimum of 8 hours in Y.T. 603. 6 l 0, 6 l 5, 620, 630, 640.
645, 650, 655.
Advanced Professional Education
Y.T. 595
Research in Vocational Technical Education
(Required)
V.T. 635, 660, 665. 670. and Educational Electives.
REQUIRED COURSES IN ARTS AND SCIENCES
Chosen by adviseme nt from Art, English, Geography,
Mathematics. Music. Philosophy. Science, Social
Studies.
UNRESTRICTED ELECTIVES
Total requirements

-

H aun

12

8-10
2-4

8-12

0-4
32
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VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL
V .T. 590 -SPECIAL PROJECT
Researc h or investigation of a particular
prohlem . to be planned and carried out by
the student. with consultation and guidance
from the instructor.
V.T. 595-RESEARCH IN
VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL
EDUCATION
Problem~ in the reorganization of vocational
technica l education programs in the light
of changing social and industrial conditions;
community and industrial surve ys. curriculum content. possi bilities in part-time cooperative arrangement. appre nt iceship agreement s. Discussio ns, lectures. visits to plants
and sc hools. An opportu nit y for advanced
~tudents of vocationa l technical education
to make practical field studies unde r supervi,ion . Among the fields represented will be
aviation. marine engineering. automobile
mech a nics. building trades. metal trades,
service trade s. and other newer developments in specialized fields.
V.T. 601-SUPERVISION OF
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
Nature and scope of supervision; surveying,
studying. analyzing needs and facilities;
planning, initiating. and maintaining supervisory programs; evaluating procedures and
outcomes. oncoming development in Vocational Technical Education.
V.T. 602-ADI\IINISTRATION OF
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
Nature and scope of vocational technical
education; administrative aspects of curriculum. student selection , rating, integration with industry. advisory boards. community relationships. state and federal authorities.
V.T. 603-SELECTED TOPICS IN THE
ORGANIZATION.
AD:\IINISTRATION AND
SUPERVISION OF
VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL
EDUCATION
Problems arising in the organization. ad-
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ministration. and supervision of vocational
technical education.
V.T. 610-COORDINATION IN
VOCATIONAL AND
PRACTICAL ARTS
EDUCATION
The course will analyze the philosophy. orga ni zation and procedures involved in adjusting the local vocational program to the
current and anticipated employment requirements for yout h and adults in business
and industry. Particular attention will be
given to the recent reports of the National
Manpower Council , Area Redevelopment
Act. Manpower Development Training Act.
V.T. 615 ---SUPERVISED
PROFESSIONAL
EXPERIENCES IN THE
ADMINISTRATION OF
. VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
An opportunity for a limited number of
persons to secure. under guida nce. experience in administrative situ a tion s in vocational programs.
V.T. 620-ORGANIZATJON OF
PROGRAMS OF
VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL
EDUCATION FOR
IN-SCHOOL YOUTH.
OUT-OF-SCHOOL YOUTH
AND ADULTS
A study of the structure of a comprehensive
program of vocational technical education
with particular reference to the objectives
and organization of the various types of
courses and services needed in preparin g
for and making progress in a skilled occupation or technical field . Consideration
will be given to the effect that technological
developments will have on existing programs.
V.T. 630-INDIVIDUALIZING
INSTRUCTION IN
VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL
EDUCATION
The need for individualizing instruction in
trade and technical courses and the pur-

poses to he achieved by a n individualized
approach . Methods and devices for such
instruction. the prepara tion of appropriate
material. and method s for evaluating the
results of individuali zed instruction .
V.T. 635-CURRICULUM PROBLEMS
OF VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS
A course planned to fit the need s of vocational technical education instructors in the
preparation and use of instructional ma terial for vocational technical training.
V.T. 640-TESTING AND MEASUREMENT IN VOCATIONAL
TECHNICAL EDUCATION
A study of the elements to be measured
in the teaching of voca tional technical ubjects. together with the application of so und
testing procedures to the teaching of shor
subjects. technical and related technical
subjects. Development of test materials to
meet individual teaching situations .
V.T. 645-CURRENT CONCEPTS IN
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
A problems course dealin g with basic issues in vocatio nal technical education:
studies relating to need. purpose. financial
support and evaluations of vocatio nal tech nical education : duties and responsibilities
of specia lized personnel for teaching , supervising, and admini steri ng such programs.

V.T. 650-ORGANIZATION OF VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL
COOPERATIVE PROGRAMS
Provides information for industrial arts or
trade teachers and department chairmen or
supervisors interested in establishing industrial cooperative programs. Included are
procedures for promoting a new program.
working with advisory boards, developing
employment opportunities, arranging training outlines, planning instructional facilities
and securing Re ge nts accreditation.
V.T. 655.-OPERATION OF VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL COOPERATIVE PROGRAMS
A course for those interested in conducting

effecti,e instruction in an industrial cooperati\'e program . including how to interview employers. supervise trainee,. interpret
le ga l as pects. prepare records and reports.
a nd conduct cla;ses in rel ate d theory.

V.T. 660.

VOCATIO:S:AL CLJRRICL'LU\I LABORATORY
A laboratory course in which experienced
teachers may identify and de\·elop curriculum materials for various le\·eb an d types
of vocational technical education program, .
Projects may be undertah.en in trade. technical. occupational exten sion or appre nti ce
education. Syllabi. content ou tl ine,. basic
curriculums. instructional an d teacher educat io n materials will be de\ eloped. Special
a ttenti o n will be gi \·e n to those 11 ho \1 ish
guid a nce in the solution of voca ti o nal curriculum proble ms for their communities.
Pa rticipant s will be required 10 submit a
preliminar y pl a n of the cu rr iculu m pro blem
for a pprova l in advance and ca rry it throu gh
to completion in the course . The majo r portion of the instruction will be on an indi vi du a l basis. Enrollment bv permission
only.
,

V.T. 665-SEI\IINAR IN VOCATIONAL
TECHNICAL EDCCATION
Discussions and report s on selected major
aspect s of vocational technical education
includin g relation of vocational technical
educa tion to education in ge nera l. need for
and purposes of vocation;! technical education. types. levels and trends. evaluation.
the voca tional technical teacher as a guide
in the learning process. and unique functions of vocational technical teachers.

V.T. 670-ADVANCED SBIINAR I.
THE ADMINISTRATION OF
VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL
EDUCATION
Opportunities, duties and responsibilities of
administrators of vocational technical program s. For persons preparing for positions
as supervisors and directors of various
phases of vocationa l technical education.
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SAFETY AND DRIVER EDUCATION
S.EO. 416-SAFETY EDUCATION (g)
S.ED. 417-DRIVER EDUCATION (g)
S.ED.

DRIVER EDUCATION AND SAFETY
Cou r,e designed to fit the needs of Teachers
of Driver Education courses now in practice
in the ,econ tl ary ,chools. Evaluation of
Audio-Vi,ual Aids. survey and evaluation
of re;earch ,tudie, in driver education.
practice driving analysis, analysis and evaluati on of diagnostic te,ts. Evaluation of techniqu e, for improving practice driving in, tru ctio n and project developme nt. Teachers

should have one year of teaching driving
education on the secondary level before
registering. Prerequisi te: S.ED. 417.
S.ED. 565-WORKSHOP IN DRIVER
EDUCATION AND
TRAFFIC SAFETY
Teachin g, administration and supervision
of driver education and traffic safety program s: methods and materials; resource
people and agencies: critical analysis of
exi,ting procedures: di scuss ion of problems :
field trips and lectures by leaders in the field.
Praequ is ite : S.EO . .i 17.

INTERDEPARTMENTAL
1.0.

CENTURY
LATIN AMERICAN PROB-

LH!S (g)

SIGNIFICANT DATES
IN THE HISTORY OF THE COLLEGE

1867
1871
1873
1886
1895
1906
1909
1910
1915
1919
1919
1920
1925

FOREIGN STUDY PROGRAM

1928

In cooperation with The Experiment in International Living, the State University
College at Buffalo will offer a Foreign Study Program during the 1967 Summer
Session:

EUROPEAN CUL TURES with Dr. Martin Fried

1930
1931
1939
1944
1945
1948

HISTORIC AND CONTEMPORARY ART IN \1EXICO with Dr. Clement
Tetkmvski

I 95 I

BRAZILIAN CULTURE with Dr. Mw111e! de Almeida

This program offers six semester hours of graduate or undergraduate credit
in the appropriate divisional or departmental areas. For a detailed description and
application for this program write to Dr. George R. Sherrie, Director of International Education , State University College at Buffalo. 1300 Elmwood Avenue,
Buffalo. New York. l 4222.
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1958
1958
1959

Legislature created the Normal School at Buffalo
Henry B. Buckham appointed Principal, school opened with three departments, Normal, Collegiate, Scientific
First graduating class - 23 graduates
James M . Cassety appointed Principal
Three-year "Primary and Kindergarten Course" initiated
Manual Arts department established
Daniel Upton appointed Principal
Household Arts Department established
Edward H. Butler, Jr. succeeds Edward H . Butler as President of Local
Board
Harry W. Rockwell appointed Principal
Home Economics Program became four-year course leading to Bachelor
of Science in Home Economics
Manual Arts Department changed to Industrial Arts Department
Normal course became four-year program leading to Bachelor of Science
in Education
Name changed to New York State College for Teachers; Principal changed
to President; accredited by American Association of Teachers Colleges
Art Education Department established
Moved to present campus
Accredited by American Association of University Women
Exceptional Children Education Division established
Master of Science Degree authorized
State University of New York established; College accredited by Middle
States Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools
President Harry W. Rockwell retired ; Dean Ralph Horn became Acting
President: Harvey M. Rice appointed President
President Harvey M. Rice resigned: Dean Ralph Horn became Acting
President
Approval of Secondary Teacher Education Curricula in Mathematics and
Science
Kate Butler Righter appointed Chairman of Local Council
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1959
1959
1961
1962
1962
1963
l 963
1964
1964
1966

Dean Ralph Horn. Acting President. retired: Paul G. Bulger appointed
President
Name changed to State University College of Education at Buffalo
Name changed to State University College at Buffalo
Approval of Secondary Teacher Education Curriculum in English
Approval of Secondary Teacher Education Curriculum in Social Studies
Approval of Liberal Arts Degree Program
Kate Butler Righter re-appointed Chairman of Local Council
Approval of Secondary Teacher Education Curriculum in Foreign Language
Approval of Vocational Technical baccalaureate curriculum
Approval of Bachelor of Science curriculum with majors in Hor:1e Economics and Dietetics

ACCREDITATION AND MEMBERSHIP

STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE AT BUFFALO
Is accredited by
Middle States Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools
l\'.ational Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education
Board of Regents of the University of the State of New York

Is a member of
American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education
American Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admission Officers
American Association of University Women
American Council on Education
Association of College Unions
Middle States Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools
National Associatio11 of Elementary School Principals
National Association of Secondary School Principals
Western New York School Study Council
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STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

BOARD OF TRUSTEES
CLIFTON W. PHALEN, B.S., LLD., LH.D., Chairman
JAMES J. WARREN, LH.D., Vice Chairman
WARREN W. CLUTE, JR.
JOSEPH E. DAVIS, LH.D.
CHARLES R. DIEBOLD, LLB.
MANLY FLEISCHMANN, A .B., LL.B.
SAMUEL HAUSMAN
GEORGE L. HINMAN. A.B., LL.B .. L.H.D .. LLD.
MORRIS lUSHEWlTZ
MRS. MAURICE T. MOORE, B.A., LL.D., LH.D .
MRS. BRONSON A. QUACKENBUSH, A.B.
JOHN A. ROOSEVELT, A.B.
OREN ROOT. A.B .. LLB .. LL.D.
ROGER J. SINNOTT, B.S.
DON J. WICKHAM. B.S.

President of the University
Executive Vice President
Secretary of the University

New York City
Albany
Watkins Glen
White Plains
Buffalo
Buffalo
New York City
Binghamton
New York City
New York City
Herkimer
Hyde Park
New York City
Utica
Hector

SAMUEL B. GOULD, A.B., M.A., LLD.
J. LAWRENCE MURRAY
MARTHA J. DOWNEY, B.S.. M.A.

ADMINISTRATION

THE COLLEGE

PAUL G. BULGER, B.S. , M.S.. Ed.D.
GEORGE R. SHERRIE. B.S .. Ed.M .. Ed.D.

LOCAL COUNCIL

HOUSTON T. ROBISON. B.S.. M.S.. Ph.D.
Term Expire~

MRS. JAMES H . RIGHTER, Chairman
CHARLES G. BLAINE
MRS. JOHN R. CAMPBELL
PA UL P. COHEN
PETER CORSON
DAVID J. LAUB
MRS. HARLAN J. SWIFT
MRS. HENRY Z. URBAN
RAYMOND PH. WEIL

1972
1973

1971
1975
1970
1969
1974
1968
1967

CHARLES P. LaMORTE. B.A .. M.A.. Ed.D.

President of the College
Vice-President for
Administration
Vice-President for
Academic Affairs
Vice-President for
Student Affair.\

President of the College
PA UL G. BULGER. B.S.. M.S.. Ed.D.
Secretarial Assistant to the President
KATHRYN S. GRAHAM
Vice-President for Administration,
Director of International Education and
Coordinator of Urban Education
GEORGE R. SHERRIE. B.S.. Ed.M .. Ed.D.
Associate Director of
International Education
MEHDI KJZILBASH. B.A .. M.B.A .
Coordinator of Sponsored R esearch JOHN FONTANA. B.S.. M.A .. Ed .D.
Director of Public Information
SILAS R . MOLYNEAUX. 8.A .. M.A.
Assistant to Director of
Public Information
ELSIE U. KA YE , B.A .. B.Lit.
Assistant to Director of Public
Information in charge of Publications
JOYCE E. FINK . A.B .. Ed.M.
Vice-President for
Academic Affairs
HOUSTON T. ROBISO N. B.S. . M.S.. Ph.D.
Secretary to the Vice-President for
FRANCES G. RAHN
A cademic Affairs
Associate Vice-Presidenr for
Academic Affairs
CARL TON E. BAUER. B.S .. M.A .. Ph .D.
Assistant Vice-President for
Academic Affairs
PHILIP R. BONNER. B.S., M.A.. Ed.D.
Dean of Applied Science and Terhnology and
Acting Director of Industrial Arts SHERMAN F. DREYER. B.S. . M.S.. Ed.D.
Director oj Home Economics
MARGARET A. GRANT. B.S .. M.S. . Ed .D .
Director of Vocational Te chnical
Education
WALTER J . ZIMMERMAN. B.S. . Ed .M .. Ed .D .
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Dean of Arts and
Science

HOWARD G . SENGBUSCH, B.S., Ed.M., M.S., Ph.D.

ARTS AN D HUMANITIES

Chairman of English
Department
J . STEPHEN SHERWIN, B.S., M.A. , Ed.D.
Chairman of Foreign Language
Department .
.
ALFRED W. BECKER, B.S., M.A., Ph.D .
Chairman of Health , Physical Education and
R ecreation Department
CHESTER L. PALMER. B.S. , A.M., Ed.D.
Chairman of Music
Department
SILAS L. BOYD, B.A. , B.Mus.Ed. , M.A., D.Mus.Ed.
Chairman of Philosophy
Department
NICHOLAS G . FOTION, B.S .. M.A .. Ph .D.
Chairman of Speech and Theatre
Arts Department
DONALD J. SAVAGE, A.B. , M.A. , Ph.D.
DIR EC TOR OF MATHEMATICS
AN D SCI ENCE DIVISION .

Chairman of Mathematics

Department
Chairman of
Biology Departmem
Chairman of
Chemistry Department
Chairman of
General Science

. ..

SIGMUND A. SMITH, B.S., M.S., Ed.D .

..CECIL T. RODNEY, B.S. , M.A., Ed.D.

WILLIAM C. SCHEFLER, B.A. , Ed.M ., Ed.D.
JOSEPH S. ZINGARO, B.S., M.S. , M. Sci., Ph.D.

Department ..... . .. ... RICHARD H. LAMPKIN, A.B ., B.Ed., M.Ed. , Ph.D.
Chairman of Geology .. ....... IRVING H . TESMER, B.A., M .A., Ph.D.
Chairman of
Physics Department

. FRANK K. HARMAN, B.A., B.Sc. , M.Sc. , Ph.D.

DIRECTOR OF

JOSEPH A. FEKETE, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.
Acting Chairman of Economics-Political Science
Department
. MOHAMED EL-BEHAIRY, B. Com. , M.A., Ph .D.
Acting Chairman of

SOCIAL SCIENCES DIVISION

Geography Department
Chairman of

.JOHN H. VANN, B.A., M.S., Ph.D.

History Department
EDMUND A. BROWN, B.A., M.A. , Ph.D .
Acting Chairman of Sociology-Anthropology
Department .. .. . . ... .
. GENES. WELBORN, B.S., M.S., Ed.D .
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Dean of Professional Studies ROBERT B. SIMPSON , A.A. , A.B. , M.A ., Ed.D.
Director of Elem entary
LORRAI NE A. LANGE , B.A. , M.A., Ph.D.
Education
Director of E xce ptional Children
Education
HORACE MANN, B.A. , M.A., Ph .D.
Director o f Secondary
Education
ALLEN G . SEXTON, B.S., M.A., Ed.D .
All-College Coordinator of
Student T eaching
CARYL G . HE DDEN, B.S., M.S., Ed.D.
D1Tector of Child St11dr Center
JOHN M. DODD. B.S .. M.S.. Ed .D .
Principal. Cam pus School BEN EDICT J . SU RWfLL. JR .. B.S.. M.A .. Ed.D.
Acting Director of
Art Ed11 catio11
NORMA N F. TR UE SDALE. B.S. . Ed .M .. Ed.D.
Director of Co ntinuing Educmion
and Summ er Session
STEVEN GlTTLER. B.A .. M .A. , Ed.D.
Director of G rad11me St11dies
DA YID A. ROGERS . B.A .. M.A. . Ph .D.
Director of In stitutional R esearch
CHARLES E . BALL. B.S .. M.A. , Ed.D.
Director of the Center fo r
Economic Edu ca tion
DONALD M. CLARK, B.S .. M .A., Ed.D.
Direu or o f !nstructionol R esources HAROLD J . STEFFEN . B.S ., Ed .M .. Ph .D.
Coordinator of A 11dio- Visual
Education
MI NERVA J. GOLDBERG, B.S. , M.S.. Ed.D .
College Librarian
DON ALD C. YELTON. A.B .. M.A .. M.L.S. , Ph .D.
Associate Librarian
LENORE KEMP. B.S. . B.S.L.S.
Vice-President for Student
Affairs
CHARLES P. LaMORTE. B.A.. M.A ., Ed.D.
Associate . Ofjice of the Vice-President
for St11dent Affairs
ANGELA R. PALMIERI, B.S .. M.A.
Assistant Direcwr of A ctivities
DANIEL R. HUNTER. JR .. B.S .
Assistant Director of A ctivities
JOSEPH B. IRACI. B.S.
R esident Director , North Win g Hall
ISABEL H . HOLLANDS. B.S.
R esident Director, Bish op Hall
BARBARA A. ROWE. B.A.. M.S.
R esident Director, Chase Hall
DIANE M. KAELIN. B.A .. M.S.
Resident Director, South Wing Hall
BETTY L. REISMAN. B.A .. :'vi.A.
Resident Director , Neumann Hall
JOANE. MORGAN , B.A. , M.Ed.
Resident Director , Perry Hall
MARY ANN GRIFFI~ . B.S.
NANCY C. BAUMANN. B.A.. \LS.
Resident Director . Scajaquada Halls
Resident Director ,
KATHERINE P. KUBALA . BA .. Ed.\.1 .
Scajaquada Towers
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Associate, Ofjice of the Vice-Prt'sident
for Student Affairs
THOMAS J. QUATROCHE, B.S., M.A.
Resident Director,
High Rise Hall
IL-KOO YOUN. B.S .. M.A.
Resident Director,
High Rise Hall
THOMAS J. PEFFER. B.S.. M.Ed.
Director of Admissions
and Records
FRA:\CIS G. STEWART. A .B., Th.B., M.Ed., Ph.D.
Associate Director of
Admissions and Records
Admissions Counselor
Admissions Counselor
Admissions Counselor
Admissions Counselor
Admissions Counselor
Admissions Counselor
College R egistrar
Director of Counseling
Clinical Psychologist
Counselor
Counselor
Coordinator of Housing
Director of Housing
Assistant Director of Housing
Director of Student Health
Coordinator
of Student Health .
College Physician

JOHN A. PALMER, B.S., M .A.
EDWARD E. MORGAN, B.A ., M .Ed.
JAMES R. PILKEY, B.S.
MICHAEL PIROWSKIN , B.S., Ed.M .
TIMOTHY L. GALLINEAU , B.S.
JOSEPH OU VA, B.M .. M.S.
ROBERT W. LASKlE. B.S.. M.S.
DOROTHY E. EELLS , B.A. , M.A.
MAZIE E. WAGNER. B.A ., M.A ., Ph.D.
JOHN GAMBON, B.S.. Ph .D .
ROBERT W. GRAFF. B.A. , Ed .M.
LORAINE M . RAPS, R.N ., B.S.
. WILLIAM A. TROY, B.S.
DOROTHY E. WOMER, B.S .. M.S.
ALICE STRAUSS. B.A .
.. PAUL J . WEIGEL, M .D.
MADELINE K . TURNER, R.N., M .S., M .A.
WJNlFRED G. MERNAN, M.D.

GEORGE R. BAEUMLER, D.D.S ., M.D.
College Physician
. MONICA WOLCOTT, R.N .
Nurse
Nurse
MARY K . GLAIR , R .N .
LORETTA A . FAHEY, B .S., M.S.
Nurse
MARY T . FOX, R.N ., B .S.
Nurse
Coordinator
of Financial Aids
JERALD E . LOUNSBURY, A.A., B.A., M.A.
Assistant Coordinator of Financial Aids
.... ROBERT T. TYLER. B.S.
Student Employment Counselor
MARY ANN MONROE , B.S .. M.S .
Director of Placement
JUNE H . TRUESDALE. B.S .
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Facilities Program Coordinator
Director of Development and
Cultural Affairs
Executive Secretary, Alumni

GLENDON H. SEAMAN, B.S., M.A.
EDNA M. UNDEMANN, B.S., M .A ., Ed.D.
HILMA M . COOK

Director of Business Affairs
E . WILLIAM BAKER, JR., B.A., M.A.
Administrative Services Supervisor
RAYMOND S. BURRY, B .S.
Senior Financial Secretary
JAMES M . CAPUTI, B.A.
Bursar
SALLY M. NOWOCIN , A .A.S.
Accounting Supervisor
CECILIA M. WOOD
Principal Clerk, Purchase
WINIFRED KLAUS
Personnel Supervisor
CHESTER J . PULASKI, B.A., M.A .
Data Processing Manager
ALBERT B. SANTINI. B.S.
EUGENE W. HILLMAN
Senior Maintenance Supervisor
Institution Safety Officer
EDWARD C. GLEASON
JOSEPH P. CANNAMELA, A.S., B.S.
Food Service Manager
DOROTHY B. DEERING. B.S.
Dietitian
CHARLOT
M . FETTERMAN, B.S.
College Store Manager
ROBERT E. JOHNSON
Corporation Accountant

GRADUATE FACULTY
HARRY ADNER ( 1964)
Associate Professor. Vocational Technical Education
Ch.E. ( Rensselaer Polytechnical Institute)
CHARLES R . BACHMAN ( 1965)
Assistant Professor, English
B.A . (Baylor); Ph .D. (Indiana)
OSCAR W. BAILEY ( 1958) ,:,
Associate Professor, Photography
B.A. (Wilmington); M.F.A. (Ohio)
CHARLES E. BALL ( 1956)
Director of Institutional Research
B.S. (State University College. Buffalo); M .A., Ed.D . (New York University)
WILLIAM J . BARNETT ( 1950)
Professor, Educarion
B.Ed . (State University College . Brockport): M.Ed. (Rochester): Ed.D .
(State University of New York , Buffalo)
SAUL BARRON ( 1964)
Professor, ClremistnB.S. (Lafayette); M .S .. Ph .D . (Ohio State)
CARL TON E. BAUER ( 1956)
Associate Vice-President for Academic Affairs
B.S., M .A., Ph.D. (New York University)
*On leave 1966-67
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Professor of Foreign Language ,
ALFRED W. BECKER ( 1963)
Chairman of ihe Department
B.A.. M .A.. Ph .D. (Maryland)
Professor , Biolog_v
THEDA E. BENNETT (1964)
B.A. (Radcliffe); M.A .. Ph.D. (Syracuse)
Professor, Ph,·sical Handicap
MURRAY BLOUSTEIN ( 1955)
B.S.S. (CCNY); M .A.. Ed.D. (Columbia)
JOSEPH A. BOLINSKY ( 1954)
Professor , Sculpture
B.S. (New Jersey State); M.A . (Columbia); M.F.A. (Iowa)
PHILIP R. BONN E R ( 1964)
Assistant Vice-President for Arndemic Affairs
B.S. (Greenville); M .A .. Ed.D. (Wayne)
SILAS L. BOYD ( 1943)
Professor , Music cmd Chairman of the Department
A.B. (St. Olaf); B.Mus.Ed. (Northwestern): M .A. (New York Univesrity);
D.Mu s.Ed . ( Indiana)
ARTHUR L. BRADFORD ( I 946)
Professor , English
A.B .. M.S. (Missouri); Ph.D . ( Peabod y)
MONICA C. BRINSON ( 1959)
Associate Professor. Home Economics
B.S. (State University College. Plattsburgh) ; M .S. (Purdue)
EDMUND A. BROWN ( 1948) Professor , Histon-. Chairman of the Department
B.A. (Amherst); M.A. (Yale); Ph.D. (Columbia)
KENNETH W . BROWN ( 1953)
Professor, Industrial Arts
13 .S .. M .S. (Kansas State); Ph .D. (Ohio State)
Professor. H istnry
RICHARD C. BROWN ( I 952)
B.S. (Ohio State); M.A. (Colgate); Ph.D. (Wisconsin)
ERIC BR UNGER ( I 954) *
Professor, History
B.Ed . (State University College. Oswego) ; M.S.. Ph.D. (Syracuse)

RUTH M. BUDDENHAGEN ( 1945)
Professor . Home Economics
B.S. (State University College. Buffalo); M.A. (Columbia)
PAUL G . BULGER ( I 959)
President of the College
B.S .. M.S. (State University of New York. Albany); Ed .D. (Columbia)
ROBERT C. BURKHART (1965)
Professor, Art
B.A. (Colby); M.A. (Pittsburgh); Ed.D. (Pennsylvania State)
ANNA P. BURRELL ( 1948)
Professor. Education
B.S., M.S. (Pennsylvania); Ph .D. (New York University)
LOUIS J. CALLAN ( I 946)
Professor, Industrial Arts
B.S. (State University College, Buffalo); M.A., Ph.D. (Ohio State)

MARIAN L. CARROLL ( 1954)
Professor , Educmion
B.A. (State University of New York. Buffalo) ; M.A .. Ed.D. (Columbia) •
HELEN L. CAWLEY ( 1955 J
Professor, Home Economics
A.B .. B.S. (West Virginia); M.S. (Minnesota); Ed.D. (Pennsylvania)
RUDOLPH J. CHERKAUER ( 1948)
Professor of Individual Study
B.S. (State University College. Buffalo); Ed.M .. Ed.D. (State University of
New York. Buffa lo)
F . JUNE CLARKE ( 1959)
Professor , Home Economics
B.S. (State University College, Buffalo ) ; M.S. , Ed.D. (Cornell)
CLARENCE A. COOK ( 1947)
Professor . Industrial Arts
B.S. (State University College. Buffalo): M .S. (Cornell); Ed.D. (State University of New York , Buffalo)
STANLEY A. CZURLES ( 1931)
Director, Art Education Division
B.F.A .. M.F.A . (Syracuse); Ph .D. (Iowa)
EC GENE L-G DAKIN ( 1947)
Professor, Theatre Design
B.S. (Milwaukee); M.A .. Professional Diploma (Columbia)
MANUEL P . DE ALME DIA ( 1964)
Associme ProfesJor, Foreign Language
M.A. , Ph.D. (Laval)
RAM DESAI ( 1963)
Professor, Political Science
B.A. (Bombay); M.A. ( Wayne State) ; Ph .D. (Michigan State)
STANLEY DICKSON ( I 956 l
Professor , Speech Pathology and Audiology
B.A., M.A . ( Brooklyn J; Ed.D. (State University of New York. Buffalo)
JOHN M. DODD ( 1959)
Professor and Director of the Child Study Center
B.S.Ed . (Kansas); M.S. (Kansas State): Ed .D. (Kansas)
FRASER B. DREW ( 1945)
Professor , English
A.B. (Vermont); A .M . (Duke); Ph.D . (State University of New York,
Buffalo)
SHERMAN F . DREYER ( 1964 )
Dean of Applied Science and Technology ,
Acting Director of Industrial Arts
B.S.. M.S . (Stout State College) ; Ed.D. (Oklahoma)
THEODORE E . ECKERT ( 1953)
Professor , Biology
A.B. (State University of New York . Albany); M.S .. Ph.D. (Cornell)
DORIS K. EDD INS (1947)*
Professor , Educmion
B.S. (Bowling Green) ; A.M . (Chicago); Ed.D. (Michigan)
BERNARD K . EGAN ( 1961)
A ssociate Director of Educmion
B.S. (State University College. Buffalo): M.Ed. (Pennsylvania State )

DA VTD A. CAPPIELLO ( 1948)
Professor, Industrial Arts
B.S. (State University College. Buffalo); M.S. (Cornell); Ed.D . (State University of New York. Buffalo)

NORMA A. ENEA ( 1964)
Professor , Foreign Language
B.A., M.A. (State University of New York. Albany); Ed.D. (State University
of New York, Buffalo)

*On leave 1966-67

*On leave 1966-67
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CATHERINE A. ENGLISH ( 1953)
.Professor, Music
B.S. (State University College, Potsdam); Ed.M. (Temple)
VELMA J. FEB EL ( 1956)
Associate Professor, Education
B.Ed., Ed.M. , Ed.D. (State University of New York, Buffalo) Campus School
JOSEPH A. FEKETE ( 1960)
Professor , Geography, Director of Social
Sciences Division
B.A. (Baldwin-Wallace); M.A. (Miami); Ph.D. (Illinois)
ABEL K. FINK ( I 956)
Professor, Education
B.A. (Brooklyn); M.A., Ed.D. (Columbia)
MARYE. FIORE (1963)
Professor, Music
A.B. (California); M.A. (San Jose State); Ph.D. (Indiana)
IRVING S. FOLADARE ( 1958)
Associate Professor, Sociolog:v
A.B. (Georgia); Ph.D. (Columbia)
JOHN FONT AN A ( 1929)
Coordinator of Sponsored Research
B.S. (State University College, Buffalo); A.M. (New York University) ;
Ed.D. (State University of New York, Buffalo)
NICHOLAS G. FOTIO ( 1963)
.. Professor, Philosophy, Chairman of the
B.S. (Northwestern); M.A. (Iowa); Ph.D. (North Carolina)
Department
BERNHARD FRANK ( 1965)
Assistant Professor, English
B.S. (CCNY); M.A. (New York); Ph.D. (Pittsburgh)
BARBARA R. FREY ( 1963)
. Professor, Education
B.Ed. (State University College, Genesco); M.Ed. (Boston); Ed.D . (Indiana)
MARTIN B. FRIED ( 1948)
Professor, English
B.S. (State University College, Buffalo); M.A. (Harvard); Ph.D. (Chicago)
BETTY GALLAGHER ( 1946)
Professor, Speech Pathology and Audiology
B.S. (State University College. Buffalo); M.A. (Michigan); Ph.D.
(Wisconsin)
HERTHA S. GANEY ( 1934)
Professor, English
A.B. (State University of New York. Albany); A.M. (Columbia)
STEVEN GITTLER ( I 955)
Director of Continuing Education and
Summer Session
B.A. (Lake Forest); M .A. (Washington State); Ed.D. (State University of
New York , Buffalo)
MINERVA J. GOLDBERG ( 1958)
Associate Professor, Education
B.S .. M.S., Ed.D. (State University College. Buffalo)
WILSON 8. GRAGG ( 1949)
Professor, English
A.B. (Illinois); A.M., Ph.D. (Northwestern)
MARGARET A . GRANT ( 1937)
Director, Home Economics Division
B.S. (State University College. Buffalo); M.S. (Cornell); Ed .D. (State University of New York, Buffalo)
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WALTER 8. GREENWOOD ( 1950)
Professor, English
A.B. (Transylvania); M.A. (Columbia); Ph.D. (Cincinnati)
BENJAMIN F . GRONEWOLD ( 1947)
Professor, English
B.A . ( North Central) ; M.A . (Wisconsin); Ph .D. (New York University)
PAUL V. HALE ( I 963 l
Professor, English
A.8. (Canisius); A.M. (Cornell); Ph .D. (New York University)
FRANK K. HARMAN ( 1955)
ProfesJor, Physics, Chairman of the
B.S.. M .Sc. , Ph .D. (Ohio State)
Departmenl
CARYL G. HEDDEN ( 1958 l
All-College Coordinator of Student Teaching
B.S. (State University College, Buffalo J; M.S. (Michigan); Ed.D. (State
University of New York, Buffalo)
Professor , Ed11cation
LYLE H . HEMINK (1962)
Ed.8 . (State University College. Fredonia); Ed.M., Ed.D. (State University
of New York, Buffalo)
DONALD A. HESS ( 1964)
Associate Professor , Speech Pathology
B.S.Ed. (Clarion); M.Ed., Ed.D. (Pennsylvania State)
and A11diology
PAUL A . HILAIRE ( 1956)
Associate Professor, Mathematics
B.S. ( State Teachers College, California. Pennsylvania) ; M.Ed . (Pittsburgh)
FREDERICK J. HOLLISTER ( 1948)
Professor, Sociology
A .B. (Union) ; M .A. (State University of New York. Albany); Ph .D.
(Syracuse)
Professor, A rt
JULIUS J. HUBLER (1948)
B.S. (Southeast Missouri) ; M.A.. Ed.D. (Columbia)
GEORGE L. KAL TSOUNIS ( 1963)
Associate Professor, Education
B.A .. M.A ., Ph .D. (Michigan)
JAMES M. KEECH, JR. ( 1965)
Assistant Professor. English
A.B. (North Carolina); M.A .. Ph.D. (Louisiana State)
HENRY KLOMP ( 1955)
Professor, English
A.B . (Calvin); M.A .. Ph.D. (Michigan)
MARVIN J. LaHOOD (1964)
Associate Professor, English
8.S. (Boston); M.A .. Ph.D. (Notre Dame)
CHARLES P. LaMORTE ( 1955)
Vice President for Student Affairs
A.B .. M.A., Ed .D. (Columbia l
RICHARD H. LAMPKIN ( I 950)
Professor. Scienc<f
A.8., B.Ed ., M.Ed. (Cincinnati); Ph.D. (Columbia)
LORRAINE A. LANGE ( 1948)
Director, Elementary Education Division
B.A. (Iowa State); M.A .. Ph.D. (Ohio State)
GEORGE M. LAUG ( 1949)
Professor. Biology
B.S., M.S .. Ph.D . (Syracuse)
CHARLES R. LEFCOURT ( 1964)
Assistant Professor, English
B.S.. M.A. (New York) ; Doct. Univ. (Paris)
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MYRON E. LEWIS. JR. ( 1962)
Associate Director of Education
B.S.. M.S. (State University College. Oswego)
EDNA M. LINDEMA N ( 1946)
Dircuor of Development and Cultural Affairs
B.S. (State University of New York . Buffalo) ; M.A. (Northwestern); Ed.D .
(Columbia)
HAROLD R. LOFGREN ( I 949)
Professor , Adolescent Art
B.S. (Miami): M.A. (Columbia)
FRANKLIN C. MACKNIGHT ( 1961)
Professor, Science
Ph .B .. Ph. D. (Chicago)
HORACE MANN ( 1953)
Director . Excep1io11a/ Children Education Division
A .B. (Brookl~n) ; A .M . (Columbia); Ph.D. (Pennsylvania State)
ANNA A . MARTORANA ( 1946)
Profe.1.1or, Education
B.S. ( State University College. Buffalo); M.A. (Columbia); Ph.D. (Minnesota)
ANTHONY MILANOYICH ( 1950)
Professor , Educmion
B.S.. M.S. ( Indiana State); Ph.D. (Ohio State)
REX MILLER ( 1957)
Professor , Industrial Aris
B.A. (Iowa State Teachers); M.A. (Colorado State); Ed.D. (State University
of New York. Buffalo)
MABEL D. MONTGOMERY ( 1958)
Professor, Mathematics
A.B. (Houghton); M.A .. Ph.D. (State University of New York. Buffalo)
EMERSON E. NEUTHARDT ( 1946)
Professor. Industrial Arts
B.S. (State University College, Oswego); M.A. (New York University); Ed.D.
(State University of New York. Buffalo)
EARL E. N ITCH KE ( 1962) !11.1tructor Part-time, Vocational Technical Education
B.S. . M.S. (State University College, Buffalo)
MAE O'BRIEN ( I 931)
Professor, Education
B.S.. M.A .. Ph.D. (Columbia)
ELIZABETH G. PEN , ( 1947)
Pro_fessor. Education
B.S. (New Jersey); M.A., Ed.D. (Columbia)

CECIL T. ROONEY ( l 9-l8) !'rofessor , Marhematics , Chairman of the Depar1111enr
B.S. (St. Lawrence) ; M.A. (Columbia); Ed.D. (State University of New
York, Buffalo)
JOHN A. ROEDER ( I 962)
Professor , Vocatio11a/ Technical Education
B.Ed .. M.Ed . (State University of New York. Buffalo)
MILDRED S. ROESSER ( I 940)
Professor, History
B.S.. M .A . Ed .D. (State University of New York. Buffalo)
DAVID A. ROGERS ( I 950)
Director, Graduate Studies
B.A .. M.A. (State University of New York. Buffalo); Ph .D. (Wisconsin)
ELLSWORTH M. RUSSELL ( 19.48 l
Professor, Industrial Arts
B .E . ( Eastern Illinois) ; M.S. ( Iowa State); Ed.D . ( Pennsylvania State)
LA WRE CE J . SACKS ( I 965)
Associate Professor, Ch emistry
A.B. (Drew); M.S. (Penn sylvania State); Ph .D. (Illinois)
DONALD J . SA YAGE ( 1963)
Profe.1.rnr £11"5/ish , Chairman, Depanmenr
A.B. (Hamline) ; M .A .. Ph .D. (Minnesota)
of Speech and Themre Arts
WILLIAM C. SCHEFLER ( 1958) Professor, Biology, Chairman of the DepartB.A.. Ed.M .. Ed.D. (State University of New York. Buffalo)
ment
HOWARD G . SENGBUSCH (1951)
Dean of Arts and Science
B.S. (State University College. Buffalo): Ed .M. (State University of New
York. Buffalo); M.S.. Ph .D. (New York)
ALLEN G . SEXTON ( 1953)
Direcwr , Secondary Education Division
B.S. (State University College. Buffalo); M.A .. Ed.D. (State University of
New York. Buffalo)
GEORGE R. SHERRIE (1947)
Vice-President for Adminisrrarion
B.S. (State University College. Buffalo): Ed.M. (State University of New
York , Buffalo); Ed.D. (Syracuse)
J. STEPHEN SHERWIN ( 1956) Professor , Englis/1, Chairmw1 of the Departmenr
B.S. (Wisconsin); M.A. (Columbia): Ed.D. (New York University)
NOEL SIMMONS ( 1959)
B.S. (CCNY); M.S. (Ohio State); Ph.D. (Minnesota)

Professor, Chemistry

HAROLD F. PETERSON ( 1933)
A.B. (Knox); M.A. (Minnesota); Ph.D. (Duke)

Professor, History

JULIA C. PIQUETTE ( 1952)
B.S., M.A .. Ph.D. (Northwestern)

Professor, English

ROBERT B. SIMPSON ( 1966)
Dean of Professional Studies
A.A. (California); A.B. M.A. (Stanford): Ed.D . (Teachers College. Columbia)

LEONARD J. POLESZAK ( I 956)
Professor, !nd11Slrial Arts
B.S. (State University College. Buffalo); Ed.M. (State University of New
York. Buffalo); Ed.D. (Michigan State)

SIGMUND A. SMITH ( 1964)
Direcror of Mathematics and Science Di1·ision
B.S. ( State University of New York. Albany); M.S. ( State University College.
Brockport); M.S. (Illinois); Ed.D. ( Pennsylvania State)

JOHN E. REEDY ( 1965)
Associate Professor, English
A.B. in Th. (Gordon); M.Ed. (Maine); Ed .D. (Boston)

RALPH D. SOLLARS ( 1965)
B.S. (Ohio State); M .Ed . (Bowling Green)

HOUSTON T. ROBISON ( 1949)
B.S.. M.S. (Oregon): Ph.D. (Chicago)

ROBERT SQUERI ( 1955)
B.A. (Brooklyn): M.A .. Ed.D. (Columbia)
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Vice-Presidenr for Academic A.ffairs

Associate Professor , Educarion
Profes.\Or, Art
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H. GENE STEFFEN ( 1946)
Director of Instructional Resources
B.S. (State University College, Buffalo); Ed.M. (State University of New
York. Buffalo); Ph .D . (Cornell)
ROBERT C. STEIN ( 1965)
Professor, Biology
B.A. (St. Olaf) ; M.S. , Ph.D. (Cornell)
BENJAMfN STEfNZOR ( 1953)
Professor, Cernmics
B.S. (New York) ; Ed.M. (Alfred); Ph.D. (Southern California)
SAMUEL T. STERN ( 1962)
Professor Mathematics
B.A ., M.A .. Ph .D. (State University of New York. Buffalo)
FRANCIS G. STEWART ( 1962)
Director of Admissions and Records
A.B. (Grove City); Th.B. (Western Seminary) ; M.Ed .. Ph.D. (Pittsburgh)
RAYMOND P. STONE ( 1959)
Professor, Political Science
A.B. (Massachusetts); M.A. , Ph.D. (Princeton)
MABEL M. STONER ( 1960)
Associate Professor. Home Economics
B.S. ( West Virginia); M. Ed. ( Pennsylvania State)
Professor , Education
RUTH SUGARMAN ( 1946)
B.S. (State University College. Buffalo) ; M .A. (Northwestern) ; Ed.D. (State
University of New York, Buffalo)
Principal, Campus School
BENEDfCT J. SURWILL. JR . (1963)
B.S.. M .A . (Arizona); Ed.D . (Colorado)
IRVING H . TESMER ( 1957)
Professor , Geolvg_v, Chairman of the Department
B.A. . M.A. (State University of New York, Buffalo); Ph.D. (Syracuse)
CLEMENT T. TETKOWSK[ ( 1949)
Professor, Community Design
B.S. (New Jersey State) ; M.A.. Ed.D. (Columbia)
DAVID H. THIELKING (1948)
Professor , Physics
B.S. (St. Lawrence); Ed. M., Ed.D. (State University of New York. Buffalo)
GUY B. TORCINELLI ( 1959)
Associate Professor, Mathematics
B.S. (Hobart); M.S . ([llinois)
NORMAN F. TRUESDALE ( I 947)
Acting Director of Art Educa tion
B.S. (State University College, Buffalo); Ed.M. , Ed.D. (State University of
New York. Buffalo)
Professor, Science
REN-DEH TUAN ( 1962)
B.S. (Cheeloo); M.S., Ed.D. (Denver)
Professor Science
JOHN URBAN (1946)
B.S. (Kent State); A.M., Ph.D. , (Columbia)
ROLLAND VAN HATTUM ( I 963) Professor, Speech Pathology and Audiology
B.S. (Western Michigan); M.S .. Ph.D. ( Pennsylvania State)
JOHN H . VANN ( 1963)
.. Professor, Geography ,
and Acting Chairman of the Departmem
B.A .. M.S . ( Louisiana State) ; Ph.D. (California)
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MARY C. VUCINICH (1947)
Professor, English
B.S. . M.A. (Cincinnati); Ph.D. (Iowa)
MAZIE E. WAGNER ( 1950)
.
Director of Counseling
B.A .. M.A. (Sta te University of New York. Buffalo) ; Ph .D. (Columbia)
INEZ M. WARE ( I 959)
Professor, Education
B.A. (Occidental); M.A., Ed.D. (Columbia)
NORMAN F. WEAVE R ( 1950 )
Professor, History
B.A. ( Ball State Teachers); M.S.. Ph.D. (Wisconsin)
PAULINE A. WEAVER ( 1948)
Associate Professor, Home Economics
B.S. (Ohio State); M.A. (Co lumbia)
GENE S. WELBORN ( 195 8)
Professor, Sociology
and Acting Chairman of Sociology-Anthropology Department
B.S. (Illinois); M .S . (Indiana); Ed.D. (New York University)
MILDRED C. WELLS ( 1957)
Professor, Education
B.A . (State University, Iowa); M.A., Ph .D. (Ohio State)
JOSEPH F. WINCENC ( 1947)
Professor, Music
Mus .B. (Oberlin); Mus .M. (State Conservatory of Music. Prague. Czechoslovakia); M.A. (Columbia)
D. KENNETH WINEBRENNER ( I 939)
Professor, Jewelry
B.S. ( Indiana State, Pennsy lvania); M.A., Ed.D. (Columbia)
RALPH YALKOVSKY ( 1962 )
Professor, Geology
B.S., M.S., Ph.D. (Chicago)
BERNARD B. YORMAK ( 1963)
Professor Emotional Handicap
B.S. ( Long Island); M.S. (Wisconsin); Ph.D. ( Pennsylvania State)
WALTER J. ZfMMERMAN ( I 962) . Director. Vocational Technical Division
B.S. (State University College. Buffalo) ; M.S. , Ed.D. (State University of New
York, Buffalo)
JOSEPHS . ZINGARO ( 1958) Professor, Chemistry , Chairman of the Department
B.S . (State University College, Geneseo): M.S. , M.Sci.Ed., Ph .D. (Syracuse)
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ST A TE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
UNIVERSITY CENTERS
State U niversi ty at Buffalo
State University at Albany
State University at Stony Brook
State University at Binghamton
MEDICAL CENTERS
Downstate Medical Center at Brookly n (New York City)
Upstate Medical Center at Syracuse
CO LLEGES OF ARTS AND SCIENCE
College at Oneonta Co llege at Plattsburgh
College at Brockport College at Fredonia
College at Oswego
College a t Potsdam
College at Buffalo
College at Geneseo
College at Cortland College at New Paltz
(Three additional Colleges of Arts and Science are under development. Two fouryear campuses, in Westchester and Nassau Counties. are in early plannin g. A third. upper-d ivisional in nature , has been proposed for the Utica-Rome-Herkimer Area . )
SPECIALIZED COLLEGES
College of Forestry at Syracuse
Mar iti me College at Fort Schuyler ( Bronx)
College of Ceramics at Alfred University
College of Agriculture at Cornell University
College of Home Economics at Cornell University
School of Industrial a nd Labor Relations at Cornell University
Veterinary College at Cornell University
AGRICULTURAL AND TECHNICAL COLLEGES (Two-year)
Farmingdale
Agricultural a nd Technical Colleges at:
Alfred
Cobleskill
Morrisville
Canton
Delhi
COMMUNITY COLLEGES
( Loca ll y-sponsored two-year colleges under the program of State University.)
Adirondack Community College at Hudson Falls
Auburn Co mmunity College at Auburn
Borou gh of M a nhatt a n Community College at New York City
Bronx Community College at New York City
Broome Technical Community College at Binghamton
Corning Community College at Corning
Dutchess Community College at Poughkeepsie
Erie County Technical Institute at Buffalo
Fashion Institute of Technology at New Y o rk City
Fulton-Montgomery Community College at Johnstown
Hudson Valley Community College at Troy
Jamestown Community College at Jamestown
Jefferso n Community College at Watertown
Kingsborough Community College at Brooklyn
Mohawk Valley Community College at Utica
Monroe Community College at Rochester
Nassa u Community College at Garden City
New York City Community College of Applied Arts and Sciences at Brooklyn
Niagara County Community College at Niagara Falls
Onondaga Community College at Syracuse
Orange County Community College at Middletown
Queensborough Community College at New York City
Rockland Community College at Suffern
Staten Island Community College at New York City
Suffolk County Community College at Selden
Sullivan County Community College at South Fallsburg
Ulster County Cummunity College at Kingston
Westchester Community College at Valhalla
(Five additional community colleges, to be located in Clinton. Essex-Franklin.
Gene see, Herkimer and Ontario Counties. have been approved by the Board of Tru stee s. :
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